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MINUTES

HOUSE RESOURCES & CONSERVATION COMMITTEE
DATE:

Tuesday, January 17, 2017

TIME:

1:30 P.M.

PLACE:

Room EW40

MEMBERS:

Chairman Gibbs, Vice Chairman Gestrin, Representatives Moyle, Raybould,
Shepherd, Wood, Boyle, Vander Woude, Miller, Burtenshaw, Mendive (Mendive),
Youngblood, Kauffman, Giddings, Blanksma, Erpelding, Rubel, Jordan

ABSENT/
EXCUSED:

Vice Chairman Gestrin

GUESTS:

Keith Hobbs, Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation; Anna Canning, Idaho
Department of Parks and Recreation; Brandy Kay, Idaho Wool Growers Association
Chairman Gibbs called the meeting to order at 1:30pm.
Chairman Gibbs advised that the Administrative Rules would be done by the
whole committee.
After an attendance roll call, Chairman Gibbs welcomed everyone and explained
the committee procedures and decorum. He asked that everyone introduce
themselves for the benefit of the four new committee members, the new committee
secretary, Tracey McDonnell, and Page, Emily Horrocks.
Dennis Stevenson, Office of Rules Coordinator, Department of Administration,
gave a brief presentation about the Rules review, the statue requirement,
processing prior to legislative review, and the use of the Legislative Services Office
(LSO) analysis. Mr. Stevenson described the results of adopting or rejecting
Pending, Pending Fee, and Temporary Rules. He also explained effective dates.

DOCKET NO.
26-0120-1601:

Keith Hobbs, Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation (IDPR), explained
that the requested changes to IDAPA 26, Title 1, Chapter 20, Section 010.05,
Subsection a. is to increase the number of motorcycles allowed at a campsite
within Idaho State Park Campgrounds from two to four and to clarify the language
in the subsection. Currently, Chapter 20 states that the motor vehicle limit is two.
IDPR requests that two motorcycles be equal or equivalent to one motor vehicle
when determining campsite capacity. In response to questions, IDPR held two
public meetings in Boise and provided numerous methods for the public to provide
comments in addition to the meetings.

MOTION:

Rep. Erpelding made a motion to approve Docket No. 26-0120-1601. Motion
carried by voice vote.

ADJOURN:

There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting
adjourned at 2:28pm.

___________________________
Representative Gibbs
Chair

___________________________
Tracey McDonnell
Secretary
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HOUSE RESOURCES & CONSERVATION COMMITTEE
DATE:

Thursday, January 19, 2017

TIME:

1:30 P.M.

PLACE:

Room EW40

MEMBERS:

Chairman Gibbs, Vice Chairman Gestrin, Representatives Moyle, Raybould,
Shepherd, Wood, Boyle, Vander Woude, Miller, Burtenshaw, Mendive (Mendive),
Youngblood, Kauffman, Giddings, Blanksma, Erpelding, Rubel, Jordan

ABSENT/
EXCUSED:

Vice Chairman Gestrin

GUESTS:

Sharon Kiefer, Idaho Department of Fish and Game; Dallas Burkhalter, Deputy
Attorney General, Idaho Department of Fish and Game; Sal Palazzolo, Idaho
Department of Fish and Game; Brett Bowersox, Idaho Department of Fish and
Game; Wyatt Prescott, ILD; Russell Westerberg, ICOA
Chairman Gibbs called the meeting to order at 1:30pm.

MOTION:

Rep. Kauffman made a motion to approve the minutes of the January 17, 2017
meeting. Motion carried by voice vote.

DOCKET NO.
13-0102-1601:

Sharon Kiefer, Deputy Director, Idaho Department of Fish and Game, stated this
proposed fee rule establishes a mandatory trapper education program for trappers
purchasing their first trapping licenses on or after July 1, 2011. This change is
in large part due to a spike in the sale of trapping licenses around 2011 from a
variety of factors such as the change in fur prices in 2010/2011, more interest in
wolf trapping, an increasing concern from the public regarding some of the trapping
practices on the landscape, and concern from formal trapping organizations about
the increase of new trappers out in the field who had not been properly trained.
This proposed rule broadens the description of mandatory education to include
trapping and because they had never properly referenced archery education, are
correcting that. This proposed rule also deletes an obsolete rule regarding the
practical handling and shooting of firearms requirement from hunter education
certification. This changes the hunter education program from live fire exercises
to field exercises; safety is still emphasized in carrying guns, crossing fences,
getting in and out of vehicles, and muzzle control. Hunter education trainers are
encouraged to voluntarily offer live fire training, but it is no longer required. Finally,
this proposed rule sets a fee of $8.00 for each student who enrolls in the mandatory
hunter education, archery education, or trapper education programs.

MOTION:

Rep. Wood made a motion to approve Docket No. 13-0102-1601. Motion carried
by voice vote. Rep. Shepherd requested to be recorded as voting NAY.

DOCKET NO.
13-0108-1601:

Sharon Kiefer, Deputy Director, Idaho Department of Fish and Game, stated
this proposed rule would administer grizzly bear hunting should the Idaho Fish
and Game Commission authorize hunting after grizzly bear within the Greater
Yellowstone Ecosystem are taken off the Federal Endangered Species List. This
rule does not make any decision to delist the grizzly bear, nor does this rule propose
to open any hunting season to grizzly bear in Idaho. The best way to look at this is
"if" the Commission were to open a season, this docket would be representative of
the business rules to conduct a hunt. Should the grizzly bear be delisted and the
Commission opens a hunting season, this proposed rule would establish a "once in
a lifetime" harvest much like mountain goats and bighorn sheep are managed. The
taking of a grizzly bear under defense of life and property, pursuant to Idaho Code,
does not fall under the scope of this rule. The hunt would mirror the controlled hunt
process with very limited allocation.
Within this proposed rule, the Department has added grizzly bear to the application
periods, identified animals that can be legally taken, sex identification requirements,
tag validation and attachment requirements, and mandatory check and reporting
requirements. These provisions are consistent with how other big game species
are managed. The 3-state MOU between Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming creates
consistency in how the three states would approach hunting seasons, and identifies
what grizzly bear can be taken legally should a hunt be opened. Additionally, the
Idaho Fish and Game Proclamation identifies how they would address discretionary
mortality allocated to Idaho, which could impact the hunt quota and if a season
would have to be shut down if the state's quota was met. Concerns were raised
about why rules are being proposed before the grizzly bear is even delisted or a
hunt proposed. Due to concerns from several committee members and further
discussion needed, this proposed rule will be held over until the next committee
meeting on Monday, January 23, 2017.

DOCKET NO.
13-0109-1601:

Sharon Kiefer, Deputy Director, Idaho Department of Fish and Game, stated this
proposed rule modifies the current boundary of the Hagerman goose hunting
closure area to remove certain private property to allow hunting to reduce goose
depredation on crops.

MOTION:

Rep. Youngblood made a motion to approve Docket No. 13-0109-1601. Motion
carried by voice vote.

DOCKET NO.
13-0109-1602:

Sharon Kiefer, Deputy Director, Idaho Department of Fish and Game, stated this
proposed rule simplifies the age and mentor requirements for youth-only hunts to
make them more consistent with the eligibility provisions of the license or hunting
passport and updates the rule to be consistent with H 350 which was passed in
2016. For upland and migratory birds, the youth hunt provisions did not align
with the age provisions of the license. Even so, there are still differences in age
requirements due to which species is being hunted. Turkey requires a tag, so the
minimum age remains at 10 years old, while the minimum age for a youth hunting
pheasant, which only requires a youth passport, remains at 8 years old. These are
examples of why the Department cannot go to a straight minimum age across the
board. For the youth only general and controlled hunts, the age bracket is now
10-17 years old, to mirror the junior hunting license age bracket. Under Upland
Game, the Department is changing the minimum age from 17 to 18 years old to be
consistent with an adult license and H 350, rather than have the requirement for a
youth license for one year. Under the youth waterfowl hunt, the minimum age of
15 has been changed to an age bracket of 8 to 17 years of age. But, there is still
a minimum age requirement of 16 years old to possess a Federal Migratory Bird
stamp. Finally, under Tags, Stamps, Permits, and Validations, there's a technical
correction from resident to nonresident child or grandchild.
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MOTION:

Rep. Wood made a motion to approve Docket No. 13-0109-1602. Motion carried
by voice vote.

DOCKET NO.
13-0111-1601:

Sharon Kiefer, Deputy Director, Idaho Department of Fish and Game, stated this
proposed rule provides for the opportunity to harvest unclipped summer Chinook
salmon in the Clearwater River pursuant to a season that would be set by the
Commission. At the time of its adoption by the Department in 2016, it was a
temporary proposed rule because of a situation on the Clearwater River where they
were developing a hatchery run of summer Chinook salmon to expand both tribal
and non-tribal harvest opportunities and had a greater return than anticipated.
Because they were not expecting such a large return, the hatchery did not clip
the adipose fins. The current rules for Chinook salmon only allow the retention
of hatchery fish that are adipose clipped. Although these are hatchery fish, the
Commission wants to provide the opportunity to harvest these fish in the future, so
that is the basis of this proposed rule.

MOTION:

Rep. Erpelding made a motion to approve Docket No. 13-0111-1601. Motion
carried by voice vote.

DOCKET NO.
13-0117-1601:

Sharon Kiefer, Deputy Director, Idaho Department of Fish and Game, stated this
proposed rule revises the distance from roads and trails for placing bear bait in
the Panhandle and Clearwater regions, due to hilly terrain and an extensive road
network, which makes the current standard infeasible in many areas of these
regions. In 2016, a proposed rule was approved which clarified the definition of a
road, making it easier for the public to understand. Even with this clarity, there
was still much concern in the Panhandle and Clearwater regions that the 200
yard distance from roads and trails required to set a bait site was too difficult due
to the terrain. There were no concerns from other regions around the state; the
Commission made an exception, only for the Panhandle and Clearwater regions,
within this proposed rule to change the 200 yard requirement from any road or
trail to 200 feet.

MOTION:

Rep. Kauffman made a motion to approve Docket No. 13-0117-1601. Motion
carried by voice vote. Reps. Miller, Erpelding, and Jordan requested to be
recorded as voting NAY.

ADJOURN:

There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting
adjourned at 2:43pm.

___________________________
Representative Gibbs
Chair

___________________________
Tracey McDonnell
Secretary
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HOUSE RESOURCES & CONSERVATION COMMITTEE
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Monday, January 23, 2017

TIME:

1:30 P.M.

PLACE:

Room EW40

MEMBERS:

Chairman Gibbs, Vice Chairman Gestrin, Representatives Moyle, Raybould,
Shepherd, Wood, Boyle, Vander Woude, Miller, Burtenshaw, Mendive (Mendive),
Youngblood, Kauffman, Giddings, Blanksma, Erpelding, Rubel, Jordan

ABSENT/
EXCUSED:

None

GUESTS:

Lori Thomason, Idaho Outfitters and Guides Licensing Board; Ed Schriever, Jeff
Gould, and Scott Reinecker, Idaho Department of Fish and Game; Eric Wilson and
Mike Murphy, Idaho Department of Lands; Jerome Hausen, IDFA; Wyatt Prescott,
ICA; Greg Casey, Veritas Advisors; Tyler Murgoitio, Idaho Water Users; Kathleen
Trever, Idaho Attorney General's Office; Dennis Tanikuni, Idaho Farm Bureau
Chairman Gibbs called the meeting to order at 1:30pm.
Chairman Gibbs announced the Rules for Selling Forest Products on State-Owned
Endowment Lands, Docket No. 20-0214-1601 will not be heard today and will
be held over until next week.
Ed Schriever, Deputy Director, Idaho Department of Fish and Game introduced
himself and provided an update on Winter Feeding to the committee. He provided
a background on the legal authority, department policy, and the current status of
emergency winter feeding of deer, elk, and pronghorn in Idaho. The authorizing
statute, 36-111(1), establishes a dedicated feeding account and specifies how
the money is to be expended. From each deer, elk, and pronghorn tag, $0.75 is
dedicated to winter feeding and winter range rehabilitation, and $0.75 is dedicated
for depredation prevention or predator control. There is a 5-member Winter
Feeding Advisory Committee which serves as a liaison between the Commission,
the Department, interest groups, and the public on winter feeding issues. The
criteria that must be met to initiate feeding includes 1) actual or imminent threat of
depredation to private property, 2) threat to public safety, including traffic hazards,
or 3) limited or unavailable winter forage caused by fire or unusual weather.
This year, depredation statewide is higher than compared to last year. To date,
there have been 340 depredation complaints with 281 elk and 54 deer. The
Department is currently monitoring survival of approximately 700 deer and 800 elk
across Idaho. Generally speaking, big game came off of a very good summer range
and were in good condition. Past survival has been above average over the last
4-5 years, but conditions this year could indicate above average winter mortality
for deer, especially fawns. There is a reduction in winter range due to the 50,000
acre Henry's Creek fire near Tex Creek WMA in Eastern Idaho, which triggered an
emergency declaration. The Pioneer fire also impacted portions of winter range
in the Southwest region. The Tex Creek WMA winters approximately 4,000 elk
and 4,000 mule deer; as a result of the fire significant winter feeding has been
occurring long before the first snowfall. The Director also declared winter feeding
emergencies in the Southwest, Magic Valley, Southeast, and Upper Snake regions.

RS 24835:

Lori Thomason, Executive Director, Idaho Outfitters and Guides Licensing Board
stated the purpose of this proposed change is to clarify the license year between
Statutes 36-2102(g) and 36-2109 to make the statute years consistent with each
other. There will be no fiscal impact with this change.

MOTION:

Rep. Miller made a motion to introduce RS 24835. Rep. Erpelding declared
Rule 38. Motion carried by voice vote.

RS 24864:

Eric Wilson, Resource Protection Assistant to the Bureau Chief, Idaho Department
of Lands stated the purpose of this proposed legislation is to ratify, approve, and
adopt the Interstate Compact to Conserve Oil and Gas, and allow Idaho to become
a full member of the Interstate Oil and Gas Commission. Idaho is currently an
Associate Member, which does not allow for full participation and voting. Full
membership will allow Idaho to weigh in on national oil and gas issues that affect
the state's ability to administer the oil and gas conservation programs. There is no
General Fund impact. The current Associate membership is $1,500 annually and
the Full membership is $7,500 annually. An additional $6,000 would be required
to join as a full member. The additional expense will be covered by existing
appropriation and cash in the Lands Dedicated Fund.

MOTION:

Rep. Youngblood made a motion to introduce RS 24864. Motion carried by
voice vote.

RS 24832:

Mike Murphy, Bureau Chief, Idaho Department of Lands stated this legislation will
allow the State Board of Land Commissioners, through the Department of Lands, to
issue oil and gas leases for terms "up to" 10 years. Idaho Statute 47-801 currently
limits the lease terms to exactly 10 years and this proposed legislation will allow the
Director of the Department of Lands the discretion to issue leases of shorter than
10 years when in the best interest of the endowed beneficiary.

MOTION:

Rep. Kauffman made a motion to introduce RS 24832. Motion carried by voice
vote.

DOCKET NO.
13-0108-1601:

Sharon Kiefer, Deputy Director, Idaho Department of Fish and Game. There
was a good discussion of this proposed rule at the January 19, 2017 meeting,
but before making any motion to approve, the committee wanted to review the
Tristate MOU as well as the Commission adopted proclamation. Neither document
delists the grizzy bear or opens a hunt season. The goal of the Department is to be
responsive to circumstances on the ground to ensure their management objectives
and conservation are upheld.

MOTION:

Rep. Burtenshaw made a motion to approve Docket No. 13-0108-1601. Motion
carried by voice vote. Reps. Erpelding, Rubel, and Jordan requested to be
recorded as voting NAY.

DOCKET NO.
20-0214-1601:

Chairman Gibbs announced this proposed rule would be held over until next week.

ADJOURN:

There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting
adjourned at 2:46pm.

___________________________
Representative Gibbs
Chair

___________________________
Tracey McDonnell
Secretary
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MINUTES

HOUSE RESOURCES & CONSERVATION COMMITTEE
DATE:

Wednesday, January 25, 2017

TIME:

1:30 P.M.

PLACE:

Room EW40

MEMBERS:

Chairman Gibbs, Vice Chairman Gestrin, Representatives Moyle, Raybould,
Shepherd, Wood, Boyle, Vander Woude, Miller, Burtenshaw, Mendive (Mendive),
Youngblood, Kauffman, Giddings, Blanksma, Erpelding, Rubel, Jordan

ABSENT/
EXCUSED:

Representative(s) Shepherd

GUESTS:

Mike Murphy, Dave Schwarz, Eric Wilson and James Thum, Idaho Department of
Lands; Jonathan Oppenhiemer, ICL; Elizabeth Criner, Simplot; Brent Mathew,
Doug Paddock, Julia Page, and Elizabeth Roberts, IORC; Jim Classen; Rialin
Flores, CVI; Kate Haas, Alta Mesa; Dennis Stevenson and Jay Shaw, Department
of Administration; C.J. McDonald, Lone Tree Petroleum; Lenny Craig; Austin
Hopkins, ILL; Miguel Legarreta, ATI
Chairman Gibbs called the meeting to order at 1:30pm.

MOTION:

Rep. Kauffman made a motion to approve the minutes of the January 19, 2017
meeting. Motion carried by voice vote.

RS 24880:

Eric Wilson, Resource Protection Assistant to the Bureau Chief, Idaho Department
of Lands stated this proposed legislation would improve the permitting and
hearing processes used for applications filed with the Oil and Gas Conservation
Commission. It would simplify the integration process and modify some options
for the integrated parties, would clarify confusing and potentially conflicting time
frames and processes for notification, publication, review, and approval, and finally,
would establish predictable hearing dates that would benefit permittees, affected
parties, and the Department. This proposed legislation would also provide a way to
eliminate hearings if no objections are received and clarify the appeal process.

MOTION:

Rep. Wood made a motion to introduce RS 24880. Motion carried by voice vote.

DOCKET NO.
20-0316-1601:

Mike Murphy, Bureau Chief, Idaho Department of Lands stated there were two
negotiated rule making meetings in July 2016. Attendees included industry
members and members of the public. The following are changes reached through
the negotiated rule making for this pending fee rule. The Department submitted
legislation to allow for oil and gas lease terms of "up to" 10 years, which gives
the Department discretion to issue shorter leases when in the best interest of the
endowed beneficiary. Nomination fees were increased from $25 to a minimum of
$250 per nomination, as set by the Land Board. Processing fees for assignments
were increased from $5 to a minimum of $100 per lease, as set by the Land
Board. Annual rental rates were increased from $1 per acre to $3 per acre, with a
minimal annual rental payment of $250. Lease boundaries are no longer limited to
a single section, but will have a maximum size of 640 acres (or one full section).
The Department would have the discretion to combine nominated tracts into one
lease. Annual shut-in fees are now twice the rental rate. On-line auctions are now
recognized as a method for holding lease auctions, and definitions were clarified
and the rules were reorganized to clarify the nomination and auction process. The
fee increases reflect cost recovery levels for administrative efforts on behalf of the
Department and are in line with other oil and gas producing states in the Western
United States.

A public hearing was held in October 2016, and the Department emailed more
than 80 parties interested in oil and gas issues. There were only two comments
received, the most significant from the Idaho Conservation League (ICL) identifying
many concerns such as prohibiting surface occupancy on state lands serving a
dedicated purpose from degradation by oil and gas infrastructure, prohibiting
surface occupancy on lands with split surface and mineral estates, and providing
consistency for setbacks across rules. The Department did not support the first
two concerns, but did agree with consistency for setbacks across rules and has
proposed changes within this proposed fee rule.
There was much discussion within the committee regarding the rewording of the
competitive bidding process with the removal of "highest bid." The concern is
that with the removal of the original language, the winning bid may no longer be
the highest bid.
MOTION:

Rep. Rubel made a motion to HOLD Docket No. 20-0316-1601 for time certain,
January 31, 2017.
Discussion continued until there was general agreement that with the phrase "in
the best interest of the state" still within the body of the pending fee rule, along
with the final determination coming from the Land Board, that the pending fee rule
as written is adequate.

SUBSTITUTE
MOTION:

Rep. Youngblood made a substitute motion to approve Docket No. 20-0316-1601.
Motion carried by voice vote.

DOCKET NO.
20-0701-1601:

Eric Wilson, Resource Protection Assistant to the Bureau Chief, Idaho Department
of Lands stated the Department is the administrative agency for the Idaho Oil and
Gas Conservation Commission and it is the Commission's duty to prevent waste
during exploration and development of oil and gas resources, protect the correlative
rights of mineral owners, and protect fresh waters during oil and gas development
on all federal, state, and private lands in Idaho. In July 2016, the Commission
directed the Department to enter into rulemaking to repeal IDAPA 20.07.01.
These rules went into effect in 1992, and predate the Administrative Procedures
Act (APA). Therefore, the APA supersede these rules. In addition, changes to
Title 47, Chapter 3, Idaho Code, in the 2016 Legislative Session modified how
administrative proceedings take place. As a result, Docket No. 20-0701-1601 no
longer governs actions by the Commission. Repealing this rule section clarifies
administrative processes.

MOTION:

Rep. Kauffman made a motion to approve Docket No. 20-0701-1601. Motion
carried by voice vote.

DOCKET NO.
20-0702-1601:

Eric Wilson, Resource Protection Assistant to the Bureau Chief, Idaho Department
of Lands stated in March 2016, the Oil and Gas Commission directed the
Department to revise IDAPA 20.07.02 relating to spacing, drilling, plugging, and
production of oil and gas wells. Changes to Title 47, Chapter 3, Idaho Code,
during the 2016 Legislative Session necessitated these changes. The Department
also identified several parts of the proposed rule that needed to be changed and
clarified. The most substantive changes are as follows. Consistent terminology is
added throughout the proposed rule including several definitions. The role of the
Commission and Department is aligned with statutes. Permit requirements and
processing are modified throughout to conform to statutes. Seismic exploration
is better defined and requirements are clarified. Requirements for spacing units
are modified for clarity to better explain how exceptional wells and spacing unit
changes are handled and to better protect correlative rights. Integration, unitization,
and several other processes are modified to conform to statute and to clarify the
process. Drill pad construction prior to permit approval is conditionally authorized.
A setback of wells from occupied structures is added. The permit transfer process
is modified to ensure any new operator is registered and in good standing with
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the State of Idaho. Inventory of wellhead equipment is added. Well logging and
reporting requirements are modified to improve information gathering and retention.
Production and well reporting requirements are modified to get the information to
the Department sooner to reduce the need for corrected reports. Gas-oil ratio is
increased to 10,000:1 for gas well classification. Meter calibration is increased in
frequency and transparency. And, tank battery and processing facility standards
are modified to add flexibility.
Seven negotiated rulemaking sessions were held from May through July, 2016.
Participation ranged from industry representatives to community members to
non-governmental organizations. While agreement was reached on many points,
requests that would conflict with statute, were outside of the scope of rulemaking,
were outside the scope of the Commission's authority, or involved issues that other
states are not in agreement on/no clear correct answer could be found, could not
be fulfilled. These proposed changes build on the established regulatory framework
for oil and gas development and would further the mission of the Commission.
There was much discussion within the committee members regarding the process
undertaken to conduct the meetings, how comments were tracked, minutes
recorded, and how information was made available from these meetings to the
public in a timely manner.
Brent Mathew, member of ICL and Idaho Resource Council, urged the committee
to look closely at the public health impact regarding the setback on issues with air,
water, and noise pollution. He also urged the committee to direct the Department to
increase the setback to protect public health and quality of life.
Jim Classen, an exploration geologist for over 57 years, called attention to one
issue with these rules. The rulemaking process was long and arduous but he was
in favor of the rule in general. One area of concern he has was with spacing.
Standard spacing units for oil should be a 40 acre temporary unit around the well
location. The standard spacing for a gas well, in his opinion, should be 160 or 320
acres around the well location. No unit should be restricted by section or township
lines. For 640 acre spacing for a gas well, he suggests holding a hearing where
public comments can be made and the IDL staff can review those comments.
Elizabeth Roberts,self, from Eagle Idaho, agrees that the 300 foot setback isn't
enough. She worries about possible methane leaks, noise from truck traffic, lights,
and possible water contamination. She would like to see an increase in the setback
for the health and quality of life of Idaho residents when the committee considers
these rules.
Kate Haas, representing Alta Mesa, an oil and gas operator in the Payette area,
addressed the committee and said they have made a substantial investment in
Idaho. They agree the rulemaking process was very open and transparent and the
staff should be commended. They do have concerns about how things were added
after the close of the rulemaking and public comment process. They believe there
were significant policy decisions at the end of that process that were not part of the
rulemaking process. They didn't agree on all aspects of the rules, but generally, in
their opinion, it was a good rulemaking process. They have done an analysis and
believe this rule is workable if the committee chooses to approve it.
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C. J. McDonald, representing Lone Tree Petroleum. He has worked for 34 years
in the oil and gas industry all over the world. He has extensive experience in
permitting, regulatory issues, and consulting. He participated in the rulemaking
process, which he stated was frustrating. He participated to try to better the state of
Idaho to move the process forward. He believes if Idaho was in line with the other
states and the process was clear cut, it would make things more doable. Without
an outline and a clear cut process to move forward, it leaves a lot of questions. He
stated they are analyzing how many of the wells are going to be in Idaho at this
time. He doesn't feel the transparency is there to make a plan to move forward.
He also feels spacing is an issue due to the fact that landowners do not have
defined property lines along section and township lines, which causes problems
when trying to set wells. He believes this rulemaking will make the statute worse
by defining it to a section line.
Senator Larry Craig, self. He stated these rules are critical to Idaho with this
growing industry. He attended all seven of the negotiated rulemaking sessions and
testified at several of them. He stands before the committee today in opposition. It
is his opinion they do not create a kind of transparency, clarity and openness that is
necessary to create the competitiveness in this state. He questioned if the state
of Idaho or a private citizen whose resources are being pulled from the ground
and sold by a private contractor be disclosed of immediately, this should be a
requirement. The measuring of those resources should be immediate because that
can determine the selling price. It's called metering. Idaho is not yet to the national
standard, so that makes it difficult to operate in Idaho. Spacing is another issue. If it
were not an issue, then the wells would all be located in the center of the lease to
assure all setback requirements were met. But, most of the wells in Idaho are not in
the center; they are located off to the edge. That is because the operators know
exactly where they want the wells located based on the 3D seismic readings that
tell them where the resources are located. This impacts the landowners adjacent to
these leases when it comes to spacing and setbacks. He stated this proposed rule
will not advance competition, it will not bring more wells online, and it will not put
more money in the treasury of the state of Idaho to the levels stated.
Julia Page, member of IORC in the Boise area. She said this organization helps
farmers and ranchers and concerned citizens participate in decisions that impact
their communities and quality of life. IORC took part in the negotiated rulemaking
process, but did not feel their needs were met through this process. The needs
are different for industry than they are for people who live nearby. The people who
live close by stand to lose the most when it comes to quality of life, property values
and health due to the threat of leaks and spills, constant noise, lights, additional
traffic, and burdens to local infrastructure like schools, law enforcement, and
medical facilities. They do not agree that a 300 foot setback is adequate to protect
homeowners from impacts to oil and gas development. Local governments have
the ability to enact local ordinances that require a greater setback than the state,
but often the state standards are used as a ceiling, not a floor. Greater setbacks are
needed at the state level. They support strengthening the reporting requirements
in the rules; the Department must require the highest levels of transparency in all
reporting to assure that it is available to the public in a timely manner. They feel
this proposed rule is a minimal start.
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Jonathan Oppenheimer, representing Idaho Conservation League, stated they
have many concerns with this proposed rule, specifically with regard to water
quality and setbacks. The concerns are based on the fact that there has not been
consultation with the Idaho Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ), therefore
work on the proposed rule lacks regulatory and statutory direction. He asked the
committee to reject this proposed rule and ask that the Department of Lands
work with DEQ and concerned citizens to address the issues of water quality as
well as setbacks.
Rep. Boyle stated the majority of the activity is happening within District 9 and
she has had a lot of comments from her constituents who are not happy with this
rulemaking process. She is not happy with this proposed rule either and will be
voting against this proposed rule.
MOTION:

Rep. Boyle made a motion to reject Docket No. 20-0702-1601. Motion carried
by voice vote. Chairman Gibbs requested to be recorded as voting NAY.

ADJOURN:

There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting
adjourned at 3:30pm.

___________________________
Representative Gibbs
Chair

___________________________
Tracey McDonnell
Secretary
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Sharon Kiefer, Idaho Department of Fish and Game; David Groeschl, Idaho
Department of Lands; Gary Spackman, IDWR; Stephen Goodson, Governor's
Office; Scott Phillips, SCO; John Younce, McFarland Cascade; Jeremy Chou,
Givens Pursley; Will Hart, Idaho Consumer-owned Utilities; Marie Kellner, Idaho
Conservation League; Steve Thomas, IFC; Norm Semanko, IWUA; Jesse Taylor,
Bear Lake Watch; Douglas Jones, self.
Chairman Gibbs called the meeting to order at 1:30pm.

MOTION:

Rep. Kauffman made a motion to approve the minutes of the January 23, 2017
and the January 25, 2017 meetings. Motion carried by voice vote.
Roger Chase, Chairman, Idaho Water Resource Board introduced himself and
provided an update on Idaho's water issues. He stated in the past the people of
Idaho did a great job utilizing water, but the conditions today that drive the Board is
sustainability. Water is a finite resource and this presents the greatest challenge to
make sure the people of Idaho understand. The factors impacting sustainability
that will need to be addressed include: more water is being used than in the past in
certain areas of the state; educating people to better understand when they use
water, how that impacts the state as a whole; and, the affect of climate variability on
water capture and storage as a result of high temperatures and snow pack levels.
He also reviewed work that was being done around the state including adjudication
issues, salmon recovery efforts, and cloud seeding.
Gary Spackman, Director, Idaho Department of Water Resources introduced
himself and provided an update on Idaho's water resources. As a result of all the
snow this winter, many areas in the southern part of the state are in excess of
100% of water in the snow. The Owyhee Basin has the highest levels at 164%,
but north of the Eastern Snake Plain, it starts to dry up. The Salmon Basin is
below 100%, as are several other basins, and the extreme Northern Panhandle
is below 70%. He talked about a newly formed Ground Water Management Area
that was established as the result of a settlement agreement between the surface
water coalition, a consortium of surface water irrigation delivery organizations, and
ground water users to address a multi-year action plan for corrective measures to
bring the aquifer back into balance. This management area is an overlay to ensure
that all water users were participating in their irrigation plans and contributing
towards the recovery.

RS 24824:

Sharon Kiefer, Deputy Director, Idaho Department of Fish and Game stated this
proposed legislation increases set-asides from permits or tags, and directs it to
three set-aside accounts designated for specific functions to offset funds from Fish
and Game accounts used for these functions. She stated this does not impact
current fees for the affected permits or tags, but rather a redistribution of dedicated
revenue to facilitate administration of these programs. She further stated there are
two approaches found in this proposed legislation; a proportional set-aside and a
flat fee set-aside. They heard from many sportsman requesting rather than a flat
fee set-aside from salmon and steelhead permits, they wanted to see a proportional
set-aside proposed. Their reason is that should things change in the future, up
or down, the proportional set-aside would float with those particular changes.
Although not a traditional approach, this can be done because it can be feasibly
administered from resident and nonresident salmon and steelhead permits, which
do not have substantially different prices and will ensure the set-aside keeps pace
with any future fee revisions. A traditional approach of a flat fee set-aside from
pronghorn, deer, and elk tags, of which there are multiple types of resident and
nonresident tags, is retained for the feeding account exclusively for winter feeding,
and the control of depredation of private property accounts. This approach will
continue because of the complexity of administering many types of tags with very
different prices. This proposed legislation also authorizes expenditures from the
feeding account for activities directly related to winter feeding, such as the labor to
spread pellets or to plant forage.
The other component of this proposed legislation is the increase of a tag set-aside
that goes towards two accounts. Currently in law, $1.50 from each deer, elk, and
antelope tag is split evenly between the winter feeding account and the depredation
of private property account. The Department is proposing an increase to $3.50
from each deer, elk, and antelope tag to be equally distributed to the two accounts.
They did not choose the proportional set-aside method due to the fact they sell
multiple types of deer, elk, and antelope tags and the differential in prices between
all of those tags is much greater.

MOTION:

Rep. Wood made a motion to introduce RS 24824. Motion carried by voice vote.

RS 24830:

Sharon Kiefer, Deputy Director, Idaho Department of Fish and Game stated this
proposed legislation will revise several Fish and Game misdemeanors to infractions
in 36-1401, Idaho Code. This proposed legislation integrates the Fish and Game
Commission Rule with current statute so that a violation of upland bird shooting
hours on certain WMAs designated by Fish and Game Proclamation or Rule is an
infraction rather than a misdemeanor.

MOTION:

Rep. Erpelding made a motion to introduce RS 24830. Motion carried by voice
vote.

DOCKET NO.
20-0214-1601:

David Groeschl, Deputy Director, Idaho Department of Lands introduced himself
and stated this proposed rule deals with the sale of forest products on state-owned
endowment lands. This revision was driven by three factors. First, the Land Board
timber sale approval process was modified and streamlined about a year ago.
Second, several of the definitions and sale descriptions needed to be updated.
Third, several areas of concern in Sections .024 and .025 of the rules dealing with
the sale of cedar poles needed to be addressed including: limited competitive
bidding because of scale conversion and non-bidding requirements that favor one
sector of the forest product industry; increased management costs that limit the
Department's management options; requiring additional entry to remove cedar
poles results in more site disturbance and stand damage rather than allowing for
other possible sale entry; and lastly, the current rules are inconsistent with the
Department and Land Board's constitutional duty to maximize long-term returns to
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the beneficiaries. To alleviate those concerns, Sections .024 and .025 have been
stricken as shown in this proposed rule.
The Department proposes a two-year pilot program that compares two different
methods of selling cedar poles through both a single- and dual-entry approach.
The pilot program will be consistent with the existing Land Board policy of offering
20,000 cedar poles per year, but approximately 10,000 poles will be offered each
year of the pilot program using a single-entry approach and approximately 10,000
cedar poles using a dual-entry approach. The data gathered during this two-year
pilot program on both sale methods will help the Department determine the most
efficient, effective and profitable approach to selling cedar poles on state-owned
endowment lands.
John Younce, Vice President of McFarland Cascade, stated that McFarland
Cascade believes the cedar pole pilot program is a well designed test to benchmark
two methods of selling cedar and no longer opposes the repeal of the 1986 cedar
pole rule, which had many points that had become outdated. They support the unit
of measure from lineal feet to board feet or cubic feet, which should increase the
number of bidders and competition. Because trees tend to be smaller on cedar
pole sales today than from 1986, the volume of pole timber harvested should
be revised. McFarland Cascade is comfortable with this proposed rule because
the 20,000 cedar poles annually will still remain in place ensuring Idaho Utilities
a reliable source of poles. They are confident cedar poles are the highest and
best use and will continue to show the high returns to the endowment, fostering
continuation of the program.
Jeremy Chou, representing Givens Pursley, who represents McFarland Cascade,
met with the Department to discuss concerns McFarland Cascade had with the
proposed rule. An agreement was reached, and as a result, McFarland Cascade
dropped its opposition to the proposed rule. They believe this pilot program will
further the long term interest of the endowment.
Will Hart, Executive Director of Idaho Consumer-owned Utilities, said they are
one of the end-users of these poles. They are in support of this proposed rule to
receive cedar poles under the pilot program.
Steve Thomas, on behalf of Idaho Forest Group, spoke in support of this
proposed rule.
MOTION:

Rep. Wood made a motion to approve Docket No. 20-0214-1601. Motion carried
by voice vote.

ADJOURN:

There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting
adjourned at 2:52pm.

___________________________
Representative Gibbs
Chair

___________________________
Tracey McDonnell
Secretary
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Chairman Gibbs, Vice Chairman Gestrin, Representatives Moyle, Raybould,
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Representative(s) Shepherd, Moyle
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Tom Schultz, Mike Murphy and Dave Schwarz, Idaho Department of Lands; Kate
Haas, Kestrel West; Greg Casey, Veritas Advisors; Elizabeth Criner, Simplot; Doug
Paddock, Julia Page, and Elizabeth Roberts, IORC; Norm Semanko, IWUA; Cay
Marquart, self; Miguel Legarreta, Associated Taxpayers of Idaho
Chairman Gibbs called the meeting to order at 1:30pm.

H 53:

Mike Murphy, Bureau Chief, Idaho Department of Lands stated that H 53 allows
the State Board of Land Commissioners through the Department of Lands to issue
oil and gas leases for terms "up to" 10 years. Idaho Statute 47-801 currently limits
the lease term to exactly 10 years. This legislation will allow the Department the
discretion to issue leases of shorter than 10 years when in the best interest of
the endowed beneficiary.
In answer to a committee question, Mr. Murphy explained the term "school lands"
actually refers to State Endowment Trust Lands.
Chairman Gibbs requested the record reflect there was no public testimony for
H 53.

MOTION:

Rep. Blanksma made a motion to send H 53 to the floor with a DO PASS
recommendation. Motion carried by voice vote. Rep. Giddings will sponsor
the bill on the floor.

H 52:

Tom Schultz, Director, Idaho Department of Lands presented in place of Eric
Wilson. He stated the purpose of the Interstate Oil and Gas Compact Commission,
or IOGCC, is to conserve oil and gas by preventing waste and maximizing the
production while protecting human health, safety, and the environment. The
Chairman is always a governor from a member state. Oil and gas regulation
is handled largely by the states, and no federal standards exist. Since 2011,
Idaho has been updating its own oil and gas regulatory program. Thirty states
are now members of the IOGCC. Idaho is currently an associate member as full
membership is limited to only gas producing states. In 2016, Idaho became the
newest oil and gas producing state in the union, and is now eligible to apply for
full membership. Full membership will allow Idaho to have a voice in national oil
and gas policies, will provide access to nationwide resources and assistance for
enhancing programs, and will inform the state early on about emerging state and
national trends. Full membership will not have an impact on the General Fund,
but an additional $6,000 from existing dedicated fund appropriation is required to
cover full membership dues.

Kate Haas, representing Alta Mesa offers an industry prospective in support of
this legislation. Idaho is the only state in the IOGCC who is not a full member.
The IOGCC is a cooperative organization whose members trade best practices
with things going on in the industry and it would be good for Idaho to become a
full member.
Julia Page, representing IORC, is in opposition to this legislation. She stated the
purpose of the IOGCC in the early years was to reign in over-production of oil and
gas to reduce waste. Those days are done now and the IOGCC today works more
as a lobbying group for the oil and gas industry. She stated they do not support
or agree with several actions of the IOGCC including the fracking loophole, police
powers, and the fact the IOGCC still does not follow the open records act allowing
them to remain unaccountable to the public for what they do.
Elizabeth Roberts, representing IORC, is in opposition of this legislation. She
believes that Idaho already has laws that prohibit waste. Rather Idaho should use
the money to enforce laws already on the books like monitoring for unnecessary
leaks and venting, tightening current standards that allow companies to flair or
leak or use gas in their own equipment without paying royalties and taxes, and
for more fairness for mineral owners.
Cay Marquart, self, said she didn't want to repeat what was already said, but
requested the committee review testimonies from those that have already spoken.
She is in opposition to this legislation.
MOTION:

Rep. Burtenshaw made a motion to send H 52 to the floor with a DO PASS
recommendation. Motion carried by voice vote. Reps. Erpelding, Rubel, and
Jordan requested to be recorded as voting NAY. Rep. Boyle will sponsor the bill
on the floor.

H 51:

Lori Thomason, Executive Director, Idaho Outfitters and Guides Licensing Board
stated the purpose of this legislation is to clarify the license year between Statutes
36-2102(g) and 36-2109 to make the statute years consistent with each other.
There will be no fiscal impact with this change.

MOTION:

Rep. Erpelding made a motion to send H 51 to the floor with a DO PASS
recommendation. He declared Rule 38. Motion carried by voice vote. Rep.
Erpelding will sponsor the bill on the floor.
Chairman Gibbs requested the record reflect there was no public testimony for
H 51.
Chairman Gibbs passed the gavel to Vice Chairman Gestrin.

RS 25058:

Rep. Gibbs, District 32, stated this proposed legislation amends Section 42-3301,
Idaho Code to provide for alternate commissioners to the Bear River Compact
Commission with the power to vote. It also makes a technical correction.

MOTION:

Rep. Raybould made a motion to introduce RS 25058. Motion carried by voice
vote.

ADJOURN:

There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting
adjourned at 2:06pm.

___________________________
Representative Gibbs
Chair

___________________________
Tracey McDonnell
Secretary
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Representative(s) Rubel

GUESTS:

Tom Schultz, Eric Wilson, and James Thum, Idaho Department of Lands; Doug
Paddock and Julia Page, IORC; Victoria Casetta, Cay Marquart, and Ron Marquart,
CAIA; Jeff Raybould, IWRB; Neely Miller and Brian Patton, IDWR; Braden Jensen,
Idaho Farm Bureau; Tyler Murgoitio, Idaho Water Users; Kate Haas, Kestrel West;
Rialin Flores, CVI; Jack Lyman, IHA; Brandy Kay, IWGA
Chairman Gibbs called the meeting to order at 1:30pm.

MOTION:

Rep. Kauffman made a motion to approve the minutes of the January 31, 2017
meeting. Motion carried by voice vote.
Jeff Raybould, Vice Chairman, Idaho Water Resource Board introduced himself
and provided an overview of the new Sustainability Policy Section within the Idaho
State Water Plan. In September 2012, Governor Otter wrote a letter to the Idaho
Water Resource Board requesting they define water sustainability, and incorporate
a policy within the Idaho State Water Plan to focus more on achieving water
sustainability within the State of Idaho. The Governor's guidance characterized
sustainability as providing water supply for current needs and water availability for
future economic development and job creation. The Board received a series of
presentations from experts on the topic of sustainability, and received input from
water users and the public. In November 2016, the Board adopted the new policy
within the newly established Section 8 of the State Water Plan, titled Sustainability,
and at that time submitted it to the Governor. The policy identifies sustainability as
the overall stewardship of the state's water resources for the good of the people of
the State of Idaho.
Chairman Gibbs stated today's presentation was informational; no action would be
taken today by the committee. The new Sustainability portion of the State Water
Plan will become effective 60 days from the start of the 2017 Legislative Session.

H 64:

Tom Schultz, Director, Idaho Department of Lands stated this legislation would
improve the permitting and hearing processes used for applications filed with the
Oil and Gas Conservation Commission. It would simplify the integration process
and modify some options for the integrated parties, would clarify confusing and
potentially conflicting time frames and processes for notification, publication,
review, and approval, and finally, would establish predictable hearing dates that
would benefit permittee, affected parties, and the Department. This legislation
would also provide a way to eliminate hearings if no objections are received and
clarify the appeal process.

In answer to committee questions, Mr. Schultz clarified the current process from
start to finish takes approximately 104 days. With these changes, it would add
between 10-14 days. Additionally, since the hearing dates will be pre-scheduled
throughout the year, the operators can choose which month they want to take their
application before the hearing official, giving all parties ample time to meet the
notice requirements and be fully prepared.
Victoria Casetta, representing CAIA, stated she is not testifying against safe,
accountable, or transparent oil and gas activities, as long as citizen's due process
and personal property rights are protected while Idaho profits. She does have
concerns with H 64 including personal property rights being threatened, loss of local
control to support citizen values, and the failure of the Idaho's oil and gas industry
delivering promised taxes to the State.
Julia Page, representing IORC stated she is in opposition of this legislation
because it fails to address the problems in Idaho law. Additionally, she has serious
concerns this legislation infringes on people's Constitutional rights to due process to
appeal or challenge decisions made by the Department. She stated the language
in the legislation is unclear and inconsistent.
Kate Haas, representing Alta Mesa stated they are in support of this legislation.
This, in their view, is not a perfect piece of legislation, but it builds on legislation
from last year which streamlined several processes. They supported it last year
and have learned from it. As a result, in the off-season, they worked with the
Department through negotiation and compromise to help develop this legislation
which continues to streamline the permitting and hearing processes for both the
operator and the State perspectives.
MOTION:

Rep. Burtenshaw made a motion to send H 64 to the floor with a DO PASS
recommendation. Motion carried by voice vote. Reps. Erpelding and Jordan
requested to be recorded as voting NAY. Rep. Gibbs will sponsor the bill on the
floor.
Chairman Gibbs passed the gavel to Vice Chairman Gestrin.

H 96:

Rep. Gibbs, District 32, stated this legislation amends Section 42-3301,
Idaho Code to provide for alternate commissioners to the Bear River Compact
Commission with the power to vote. It also makes a technical correction.

MOTION:

Rep. Raybould made a motion to send H 96 to the floor with a DO PASS
recommendation. Motion carried by voice vote. Rep. Blanksma will sponsor
the bill on the floor.
Vice Chairman Gestrin passed the gavel to Chairman Gibbs.

RS 25116:

Rep. Kauffman, District 25, stated this proposed legislation would amend
42-1743B, Idaho Code, which would direct the Idaho Board of Water Resources to
notify each member of the Legislature of any changes to the comprehensive State
Water Plan. This amendment would ensure that any changes to the State Water
Plan is known by all Legislators and the process remains transparent.

MOTION:

Rep. Moyle made a motion to introduce RS 25116.
Rep. Raybould stated he had concerns with the proposed language. Striking the
word "submit" on page 2, creates two concerns. First, it would no longer meet the
requirements in current Statute to provide notice to the Legislature on the first
day of the Regular Legislative Session. Since this notification to the Legislature
starts the 60-day clock, where it would become law if no action is taken, his second
concern with the word "submit" stricken, is it becomes unclear when that 60-day
clock would start.
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The committee discussed Rep. Raybould's concerns and what the best way
forward would be.
SUBSTITUTE
MOTION:

Rep. Raybould made a motion to return RS 25116 to the sponsor to make the
necessary changes. Motion carried by voice vote.
Chairman Gibbs stated the committee would hear the corrected RS 25116 at the
next meeting on Thursday, February 9, 2017.

ADJOURN:

There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting
adjourned at 2:53pm.

___________________________
Representative Gibbs
Chair

___________________________
Tracey McDonnell
Secretary
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Thursday, February 09, 2017

TIME:

1:30 P.M.
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MEMBERS:

Chairman Gibbs, Vice Chairman Gestrin, Representatives Moyle, Raybould,
Shepherd, Wood, Boyle, Vander Woude, Miller, Burtenshaw, Mendive (Mendive),
Youngblood, Kauffman, Giddings, Blanksma, Erpelding, Rubel, Jordan
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None
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Sharon Kiefer, Idaho Department of Fish and Game; Norm Semanko, Idaho Water
Users Association; Braden Jensen, Idaho Farm Bureau; Greg Casey, Veritas
Advisors; Rialin Flores, CVI; Brian Brinks, IWR; Lynn Tominaga, IGWA
Chairman Gibbs called the meeting to order at 1:30pm.

MOTION:

Rep. Gestrin made a motion to approve the minutes of the February 1, 2017
meeting. Motion carried by voice vote.

H 90:

Sharon Kiefer, Deputy Director, Idaho Department of Fish and Game stated
this legislation will revise several Fish and Game misdemeanors to infractions in
36-1401, Idaho Code. This legislation integrates the Fish and Game Commission
Rule with current statute so a violation of upland game bird shooting hours on
certain WMAs designated by Fish and Game Proclamation or Rule is an infraction
rather than a misdemeanor.
Chairman Gibbs requested the record reflect there was no public testimony for
H 90.

MOTION:

Rep. Wood made a motion to send H 90 to the floor with a DO PASS
recommendation. Motion carried by voice vote. Rep. Jordan will sponsor the bill
on the floor.

RS 25136:

Rep. Gestrin, District 8, stated this Concurrent Resolution confirms the action this
committee took which resulted in a full rejection of Docket No. 20-0702-1601,
Rules Governing Conservation of Oil and Natural Gas in the State of Idaho, Idaho
Department of Lands.

MOTION:

Rep. Erpelding made a motion to introduce RS 25136 and recommend it be sent
directly to the Second Reading Calendar. Motion carried by voice vote. Rep.
Gestrin will sponsor the bill on the floor.

RS 25116C1:

Rep. Kauffman, District 25, stated this proposed legislation would amend
42-1743B, Idaho Code, which would direct the Idaho Board of Water Resources to
notify each member of the Legislature of any changes to the comprehensive State
Water Plan. This amendment would ensure that any changes to the State Water
Plan is known by all legislators and the process remains transparent. The language
concerns on page 2 identified in the February 7, 2017 committee meeting have
been addressed in this corrected version.

MOTION:

Rep. Miller made a motion to introduce RS 25116C1. Motion carried by voice
vote.

RS 25145C1:

Rep. Erpelding, District 19, stated this Concurrent Resolution asks the Idaho
Department of Lands to produce an annual report detailing the managed uses of
State Endowment Lands. The public would be able to find, within this one resource,
locations of these lands, how much of the land is being used for certain activities
such as logging, and whether or not they are accessible or inaccessible. If lands
are inaccessible, that will be identified so the public doesn't try accessing them
by potentially crossing private lands without permission or breaking other laws.
Identifying that these inaccessible lands exist provides more transparency to the
public. The report would use information from an already existing GIS-based
inventory of all state-owned lands and the Department of Lands agrees this would
be simple to pull already existing information into one report. The report would be
due no later than September 30th each year, making the first report due September
30, 2017.

MOTION:

Rep. Wood made a motion to introduce RS 25145C1.
The committee agreed this would be a valuable report but discussed concerns
regarding "reasonable access" on line 13.

MOTION
WITHDRAWN:

Rep. Wood withdrew his motion to introduce RS 25145C1.

MOTION:

Rep. Wood made a motion to return RS 25145C1 to the sponsor to make the
necessary changes regarding "reasonable access." Motion carried by voice vote.

RS 25206:

Rep. Moon, District 8, stated this proposed legislation provides a definition for a
"commercial wildlife tannery." It also defines requirements for recording wildlife
hides and skins, for a shipping compliance statement for a commercial wildlife
tannery, and it provides for length of time for records retention.

MOTION:

Rep. Kauffman made a motion to introduce RS 25206. Rep. Moyle declared
Rule 38. Motion carried by voice vote.

ADJOURN:

There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting
adjourned at 2:06pm.

___________________________
Representative Gibbs
Chair

___________________________
Tracey McDonnell
Secretary
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Chairman Gibbs called the meeting to order at 1:30pm.

RS 25271:

Sharon Kiefer, Deputy Director, Idaho Department of Fish and Game, stated
this proposed legislation is essentially one half of H 89, which the Department
requested to hold in committee in order to move forward with this stand-alone
legislation for the salmon and steelhead set-aside account. The winter feeding
and depredation portion of H 89 will be rolled into other proposals to be brought
before the committee in the near future. RS 25271 is the result of interest and
requests from sportsmen wanting to see a proportional set-aside fee proposed
for salmon and steelhead permits rather than the current flat rate set-aside fee
because a proportional fee would float, up or down, as the set-aside keeps pace
with any future fee revisions. The change in the set-aside does not affect current
fees for the affected permits but is a redistribution of dedicated revenue to more
transparently support statutory functions of the set-aside account. A proportional
set-aside from salmon and steelhead permits can be feasibly administered from
resident and nonresident permits because they do not have substantially disparate
prices. The related set-aside distribution from eighth class licenses (sportsman's
pak licenses) is also revised for consistency.

MOTION:

Rep. Wood made a motion to introduce RS 25271. Motion carried by voice vote.

RS 25235C1:

Norm Semanko, Executive Director, Idaho Water Users Association, stated this
Joint Memorial is very important during Idaho Power Company's Hells Canyon
Project relicensing process currently underway by the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission. A 30-year biological opinion, currently in place, found that the flow
levels established were determined to be sufficient to avoid jeopardy to species
downstream. The standing biological opinion and ongoing project management
did not provide coverage for any species above Hells Canyon Dam. The State
of Oregon has attempted to require Idaho Power Company to implement fish
passage and introduction or reintroduction of anadromous fish above Hells Canyon
Project into Idaho waters. Allowing this to happen would impact 30 years of proven
beneficial flows downstream. This Joint Memorial provides that the Legislature
opposes such introduction or reintroduction efforts and authorizes and directs the
Governor and Attorney General to take all necessary measures to oppose and
prevent Oregon's introduction or reintroduction efforts.

MOTION:

Rep. Burtenshaw made a motion to introduce RS 25235C1.

AMENDED
MOTION:

Rep. Burtenshaw made an amended motion to introduce RS 25235C1 and
recommend it be sent directly to the Second Reading Calendar. Motion carried by
voice vote. Rep. Burtenshaw will sponsor the bill on the floor.

RS 25163:

Norm Semanko, Executive Director, Idaho Water Users Association, stated this
proposed legislation amends 67-6302, Idaho Code, to require legislative approval
of any efforts to introduce or reintroduce species into the State of Idaho by any
agency or entity, State, Federal, or however constituted. This is referenced in the
Joint Memorial RS 25235C1.

MOTION:

Rep. Blanksma made a motion to introduce RS 25163. Motion carried by voice
vote.

RS 25164:

Norm Semanko, Executive Director, Idaho Water Users Association, stated this
proposed legislation amends 67-818(5), Idaho Code, to clarify Idaho law that
introduction or reintroduction of any aquatic or terrestrial species requires approval
of the State of Idaho, and that the policy is not limited to listed species.

MOTION:

Rep. Youngblood made a motion to introduce RS 25164. Motion carried by
voice vote.

RS 25165:

Norm Semanko, Executive Director, Idaho Water Users Association, stated this
proposed legislation amends 36-906, Idaho Code, to make it consistent with
Idaho policy and law that fishways are not to be required at the Hells Canyon
Hydroelectric Project.
Rep. Giddings noted in the SOP, the word "Energy" was inadvertently left out of
the title of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.

MOTION:

Rep. Kauffman made a motion to introduce RS 25165. Motion carried by voice
vote.
Delwyne Trefz, Idaho Soil and Water Conservation Commission, introduced himself
and provided an annual financial accountability report to the committee. The Idaho
Soil and Water Conservation Commission's goal is to take care of and improve
Idaho's natural resources for future generations while maximizing their benefits to
all Idahoans. They work with local people who know the land and natural resources.
They have no regulatory authority. Their efforts lead to better water quality and
water savings, less soil erosion and fuel for wildfires, improved habitat for wildlife,
and more. They are a Governor appointed five-member board, each member
serving a five year term. Idaho's 50 Conservation Districts, which are distinct
units of local government, request technical assistance from the Soil and Water
Conservation Commission as well as identify needs for specific project funding,
totaling $3 million statewide in 2016. Conservation Districts' satisfaction of the Soil
and Water Conservation Commission's efforts rose from 60% in 2013 to 91% in
2016. There were many successful accomplishments noted in the presentation.

ADJOURN:

There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting
adjourned at 2:24pm.

___________________________
Representative Gibbs
Chair

___________________________
Tracey McDonnell
Secretary
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Chairman Bair called the meeting to order at 1:35pm.
Tom Schultz, Director, Department of Lands, gave a brief overview of the day's
agenda and introduced each of the speakers.
Kelly Williams, Attorney, Ray Quinney and Nebeker, provided an overview of legal
issues regarding oil and gas. She stated there are three elements that make a
successful oil and gas program. First, there should be incentives for cooperative
development; establish regulations that will work for your state, constituents,
and the environment. The second element is seeking uniformity within industry
standards and working toward qualified transparency; making headway without
over-regulating. And, finally, promote trust and open communications by providing
adequate resources for increased education to all parties (industry, state, and
private citizens) and access for all stakeholders in a collaborative process.
Ms. Williams explained the history of the Rule of Capture, which eventually
necessitated oil and gas regulations. The Rule of Capture meant if the land owner
has title to the oil and gas, and they set up wells on their land to extract the oil or
gas, everything they extract, even if it is every drop from a reservoir that sits under
other property owners in addition to their property, belongs to them and they will
make all the money. This practice would actually damage reservoirs as a result of
over production. As a result of this practice, correlative rights are protections that
have been imposed against the Rule of Capture in order to protect adjoining land
owners from being drained, granting multiple land owners the rights to equally
produce the oil and gas under their properties.
She stated the two goals for oil and gas regulation and development is to promote
the most amount of production possible and to prevent any waste of those
resources. This is a finite resource so the goal is to get the most production out
of the ground while preventing any waste by not leaving anything in the ground.
Regulations are basically developed around these goals.

One of the ways to meet these goals for oil and gas development is through
spacing. This is the conservation measure that identifies the location and number
of wells that can be drilled to drain a reservoir. Much study goes into determining
how quickly a reservoir can be drained, which is the basis for the number of wells
on that reservoir. Technical agencies or entities will generally regulate oil and gas
production because of their expertise in making these determinations.
Drainage is important to spacing because when a well produces over multiple land
owners, there has to be a method devised to compensate all parties. Integration, or
forced pooling, requires participation by agreement. Each oil and gas producing
state has a different percentage of mineral rights owners needed to agree to pooling
in order for the pooling to be approved. Some states are as low as 25%, while some
are as high as 88%. This pooling method helps to develop a collaborative system.
Ms. Williams applauded Idaho for the way the state has worked with the IOGCC
and other oil and gas producing states to try and come up with the best way to
move forward with developing regulations with all interested parties in mind.
In response to committee questions, Ms. Williams explained that with forced
pooling, or integration, if some mineral rights owners do not want to participate in
development, that will not hold up production for those that want to develop the
pool. But, as a result of not participating, they will generally not receive their pro
rata royalty payments until all costs associated with setting up the well and drilling
have been paid back to those who did participate.
Carol Booth, Communications Manager, Interstate Oil and Gas Compact
Commission (IOGCC), provided an overview of the IOGCC. The vision of the
IOGCC is to promote the maximum recovery of oil and gas, to prevent waste, to
conserve the natural resources, and protect health, safety, and the environment.
The IOGCC is made up of states and is the collective voice of oil and gas
development. The IOGCC developed a model statute for enabling legislation,
they create resolutions, they will go to Congress on behalf of the states, and they
collaborate with federal agencies within the oil and gas industry.
Ms. Booth also described the role of the State Oil and Gas Regulatory Exchange
(SOGRE), which provides consultation and assessments for state regulatory
improvements. Consultations and assessments are done at the request of a
state. Many consultations have occurred, but Idaho is the first state to request an
assessment. The SOGRE assessment team is comprised of top state oil and gas
regulators with more than 140 years of combined oil and gas experience. She
stated Mr. Baza, the next presenter, will elaborate on this assessment.
John Baza, Director, Utah Division of Oil, Gas and Mining, provided a review of the
assessment report. The Idaho Department of Lands requested the comprehensive
SOGRE assessment in early 2016 to evaluate Idaho's overall regulatory framework,
compare existing programs and processes to similar states, clarify rules and
definitions, acknowledge current oil and gas technology, and identify any potential
issues for consideration. The team found that Idaho has the fundamental tools
and foundation in place to adequately oversee oil and gas operations. Just like in
other states, as Idaho further develops its regulatory programs and continues to
progress, it will face its own challenges and issues.
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Mr. Baza covered some of the key findings in the assessment report including that
Idaho's current approach to well spacing is appropriate at this stage of development
and that the state has the necessary tools in place to adjust spacing as needed.
Additional findings include that Idaho may wish to consider pursuing permitting
primacy for Class II underground injection control from the EPA; that contractors,
performance metrics, and staff with appropriate expertise be put in place, and
to consider the twelve specific program improvements such as horizontal well
standards, Class II UIC wells, electronic forms and databases, increasing blanket
bond requirements, and recycling of produced water.
In summary, Mr. Baza stated the three take-away points are, there are no gaps
or deficiencies in the Idaho regulatory process, Idaho isn't alone in the regulatory
process, and one size does not fit all; each state is unique in its own regard due to
differences in geologic, economic, and political subdivisions. He believes Idaho is in
a great position to create success in its developing oil and gas production program.
ADJOURN:

There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting
adjourned at 2:57pm.

___________________________
Representative Gibbs
Chair

___________________________
Tracey McDonnell
Secretary
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Chairman Gibbs called the meeting to order at 1:30pm.
Chairman Gibbs welcomed the committee's new Page, Rebekah Henrie.

MOTION:

Rep. Kauffman made a motion to approve the minutes of the February 9, 2017
and the February 13, 2017 meetings. Motion carried by voice vote.

H 169:

Norm Semanko, Executive Director, Idaho Water Users Association, stated this
legislation amends 67-6302, Idaho Code, to require legislative approval of any
efforts to introduce or reintroduce species into the State of Idaho by any agency or
entity, State, Federal, or however constituted. This was referenced in HJM 2.
Braden Jensen, representing Idaho Farm Bureau, stated they are in support of
this legislation as well as H 170 and H 171.
Lynn Tominaga, representing Idaho Irrigation Pumpers Association, stated
preliminary studies indicate if salmon were reintroduced above Hells Canyon
Dam it would cost rate payers $150-200 million dollars. That means Idaho Power
customers would see a rate increase.
In response to questions regarding the stated increased costs, Mr. Tominaga
explained during a previous relicensing period this issue was on the table. One
option was to build an approximate two-mile fish ladder from the Snake River to
waters above Hells Canyon Dam. Two additional fish ladders would also need to be
constructed to accommodate two more dams. Another option considered was to
catch salmon below the Dam and then transport them around the Dam, planting
them above the headwaters of Brownlee Reservoir. Both options were considered
cost prohibitive.

Marie Kellner, representing the Idaho Conservation League, stated their mission is
to advocate on behalf of Idaho's native species and, in keeping with that mission,
are in opposition to this bill. She stated they are concerned this bill undercuts
Idaho's ability to work with other states on fisheries and other wildlife issues and
that it provides a false sense of authority since Idaho does not have more authority
over any other state than any state has over Idaho. Additionally, she stated it is
unclear why the statute is being amended because there are already statutes that
require legislative approval for species conservation, so having multiple statutes
which appear to confer the same authority leads to ambiguity. Finally, they believe
a better course of action would be to work with our sister states to develop plans
everyone can agree to rather than posture in a way that has no legal authority.
MOTION:

Rep. Mendive made a motion to send H 169 to the floor with a DO PASS
recommendation. Motion carried by voice vote. Reps. Rubel, Jordan and
Gugino requested to be recorded as voting NAY. Rep. Mendive will sponsor the
bill on the floor.

H 170:

Norm Semanko, Executive Director, Idaho Water Users Association, stated this
legislation amends 67-818(5), Idaho Code, to clarify Idaho law that introduction or
reintroduction of any aquatic or terrestrial species requires approval of the State of
Idaho, and that the policy is not limited to listed species.
In response to questions, Mr. Semanko stated by adding the phrase "and is
hereby prohibited" was only meant to make absolutely clear that any introduction or
reintroduction is indeed prohibited without the State of Idaho's approval. Adding
that phrase will not change the statute or increase or decrease the penalties
associated with this statute.
Marie Kellner, representing the Idaho Conservation League, stated their mission is
to advocate on behalf of Idaho's native species and, in keeping with that mission,
are in opposition to this bill. She stated they have three concerns with this bill.
First, they feel adding the phrase "water resources" to the list of things Idaho asserts
management primacy over is unnecessary, as this is not in question. Second, the
change of "federally listed" species to "aquatic and terrestrial" species seems to
significantly broaden the purview of the statute, and they are unclear how it would
practically be implemented. And, finally, they question the utility and necessity of
the phrase "is hereby prohibited." This statute already explains that introduction or
reintroduction is prohibited without legislative and executive agency approval. She
stated laws are supposed to be clear and provide guidance; she believes including
this phrase creates redundancy, is unnecessary, and adds confusion.
Rep. Jordan asked both Ms. Kellner and Mr. Semanko questions regarding any
potential impacts of this bill to the Columbia River Treaty. Neither knew for sure
how or if this bill would impact the Treaty, but neither thought there would be any
implications.

MOTION:

Rep. Miller made a motion to send H 170 to the floor with a DO PASS
recommendation. Motion carried by voice vote. Reps. Jordan and Gugino
requested to be recorded as voting NAY. Rep. Kauffman will sponsor the bill on
the floor.

H 171:

Norm Semanko, Executive Director, Idaho Water Users Association, stated this
legislation amends 36-906, Idaho Code, to make it consistent with Idaho policy
and law that fishways are not to be required at the Hells Canyon Hydroelectric
Project. Additionally, there is no intent or language within this legislation that would
eliminate any requirements of the Department of Fish and Game that relate to the
Hydroelectric Project.
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Marie Kellner, representing the Idaho Conservation League, stated their mission is
to advocate on behalf of Idaho's native species and, in keeping with that mission,
are in opposition to this bill. She stated salmon used to call the rivers above Hells
Canyon Dam home and sustained native people long before statehood. Fishing
and living off the land is integral to Idaho and a part of the classic Idaho lifestyle.
She further stated although it may seem impossible that those fish would ever
inhabit those rivers again, this decision should not be taken away from future
generations. Ms. Kellner stated instead of writing it off and giving up on this aspect
of Idaho's heritage, they asked to instead do the much harder work of engaging in
the conversation of restoring Idaho's salmon and steelhead to their native rivers
above Hells Canyon Dam while maintaining the agricultural heritage and other
aspects of Idaho's economy. It will be difficult but not impossible.
In response to questions, Mr. Semanko explained this legislation has to do with the
relicensing process with FERC and NOAA, not with the statute itself. In the early
2000's, an EIS was developed as part of the relicensing process, and through
that NEPA process it was decided and written in the final document not to require
reintroduction of salmon into the waters above the Dam. Additionally, Idaho
had to certify that water quality standards in those waters would be met under
Section 401 of the Clean Water Act. Amending this statute to specifically state
fishways will not be required at the Hells Canyon Hydroelectric Project will make
this statute consistent with Idaho policy and law and eliminate any opportunity for
reintroduction through the various stages of relicensing. Reps. Rubel and Jordan
both expressed concerns about taking away the opportunity for future generations
to ever see salmon in those waters.
MOTION:

Rep. Blanksma made a motion to send H 171 to the floor with a DO PASS
recommendation. Motion carried by voice vote. Rep. Jordan requested to be
recorded as voting NAY. Rep. Miller will sponsor the bill on the floor.

H 168:

Sharon Kiefer, Deputy Director, Idaho Department of Fish and Game, stated this
legislation is essentially one half of H 89, which the Department requested to hold in
committee in order to move forward with this stand-alone legislation for the salmon
and steelhead set-aside account. She stated this legislation is the result of interest
and requests from sportsmen wanting to see a proportional set-aside fee proposed
for salmon and steelhead permits rather than the current flat rate set-aside fee. A
proportional fee would float, up or down, as the set-aside keeps pace with any
future fee revisions. The change in the set-aside does not affect current fees for the
affected permits but is a redistribution of dedicated revenue to more transparently
support statutory functions in the set-aside account. A proportional set-aside from
salmon and steelhead permits can be feasibly administered from resident and
nonresident permits because they do not have substantially disparate prices. The
related set-aside distribution from eighth class licenses (sportsman's pak licenses)
is also revised for consistency.
Chairman Gibbs requested the record reflect there was no public testimony for H
168.

MOTION:

Rep. Wood made a motion to send H 168 to the floor with a DO PASS
recommendation. Motion carried by voice vote. Rep. Youngblood will sponsor
the bill on the floor.

H 141:

Rep. Moon, District 8, stated this legislation provides a definition for a "commercial
wildlife tannery." It also defines requirements for recording wildlife hides and skins,
for a shipping compliance statement for a commercial wildlife tannery, and it
provides for length of time for records retention.
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In response to questions, Rep. Moon stated there is only one tannery in Idaho
that qualifies as a commercial wildlife tannery and that is Moyle Mink & Tannery,
located in Heyburn, Idaho.
Ryan Moyle, owner of Moyle Mink & Tannery, stated at this time the current statute
only impacts his business because of the volume he handles and this has been a
problem for a very long time. Due to the current requirements in Idaho, it costs his
business approximately $150,000 annually to maintain the required records. This
bill will level the playing field and mirror the requirements found in every other state.
MOTION:

Rep. Wood made a motion to send H 141 to the floor with a DO PASS
recommendation. Rep. Moyle declared Rule 38. Motion carried by voice vote.
Rep. Moon will sponsor the bill on the floor.

ADJOURN:

There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting
adjourned at 2:39pm.

___________________________
Representative Gibbs
Chair

___________________________
Tracey McDonnell
Secretary
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Chairman Gibbs called the meeting to order at 1:31pm.

MOTION:

Rep. Kauffman made a motion to approve the minutes of the February 15, 2017
meeting. Motion carried by voice vote.
Rep. Raybould welcomed the BYU-Idaho Agriculture Business class to the
meeting.

H 140:

Rep. Kauffman, District 25, stated this legislation would amend 42-1743B, Idaho
Code, which would direct the Idaho Board of Water Resources to notify each
member of the Legislature of any changes to the comprehensive State Water Plan.
This amendment would ensure that any changes to the State Water Plan is known
by all legislators and the process remains transparent.
Brian Patton, representing the Department of Water Resources, Water Resource
Board, stated both Water Resources and the Water Board are in support of this bill.
Braden Jensen, representing the Idaho Farm Bureau, stated they are happy with
the clarification of the Legislative notification of any changes to the State Water
Plan and are in support of this bill.

MOTION:

Rep. Blanksma made a motion to send H 140 to the floor with a DO PASS
recommendation. Motion carried by voice vote. Rep. Kauffman will sponsor
the bill on the floor.

S 1027:

Sharon Kiefer, Deputy Director, Idaho Department of Fish and Game, stated the
primary element of this legislation is to make the distinction between black bear
and grizzly bear in several provisions of Title 36 in expectation of the delisting
of the Yellowstone Ecosystem grizzly bear. She stated S 1027 does not delist
the Yellowstone grizzly bear nor does it open any hunting seasons for delisted
grizzly bear. What it does is address the rules to administer grizzly bear hunting
should the bear be delisted and a hunting season authorized by the Fish and Game
Commission. These are proactive measures to set the stage for state management,
consistent with the 2002 Idaho Management Plan for Yellowstone Grizzly Bear,
should that opportunity come through delisting prior to the next Legislative
Session. She stated this legislation also revises taxidermist and furbuyer license
requirements to include reporting of certain grizzly bear parts or skins and raw wolf
skins, increases the timeframe for reporting the control of depredating wolves when
no permit is required, and removes some obsolete language in other sections.

In response to a question regarding any conflict between S 1027 and H 141, Ms.
Kiefer stated she evaluated H 141 regarding commercial wildlife tanneries and
determined that because H 141 establishes a new definition and provisions of
recording exclusive to that definition, no conflict is created with S 1027.
Gary Grimm, representing himself, is in opposition to the bill. He stated there
are many documents that indicate the grizzly bear should not be delisted and in his
opinion it is premature for Idaho to even be talking about hunting grizzly bear.
Brian Brooks, representing Idaho Wildlife Federation, stated they are in support of
this bill. He stated the increased population numbers of the Yellowstone grizzly bear
is a testament to the successful management through the Endangered Species Act.
These sustainable population numbers indicate the health of this iconic keystone
species and the Federation believes it is now time for the Yellowstone grizzly to
come off of the endangered species list and for Idaho Department of Fish and
Game to manage the species. He further stated the Department has proven
success in managing predator species and big game species and believes it's time
to establish regulations to allow hunting of the grizzly. The Federation believes that
funds from grizzly bear tags could be used to help manage the grizzly; examples
include grizzly poaching enforcement, migration planning, wildlife overpasses, and
bear boxes in campgrounds. The Federation cautions the Department to manage
them in a sustainable way to not send them back to the endangered species list,
and that it may be necessary to update the 2002 Management Plan in order to
address the biggest threat; bear-human conflicts.
Nick Bishop, representing himself, is in opposition to the bill. He believes it is too
soon to delist the grizzly bear and should be postponed until accurate population
numbers can be obtained.
Nathan Bishop, representing the Herman Bloom Foundation, a non-profit, stated
they are in opposition to the bill. They do not believe there are accurate population
numbers to make this decision to delist and open up a hunting season.
Sara Clemons, representing Indivisible Idaho, stated they are in opposition to this
bill. Ms. Clemons did not testify but presented a petition with 1,042 signatures and
requested it be included in the record. (See Attachment 1.)
MOTION:

Rep. Wood made a motion to send S 1027 to the floor with a DO PASS
recommendation. Motion carried by voice vote. Reps. Erpelding, Rubel, and
Jordan requested to be recorded as voting NAY. Rep. Blanksma will sponsor
the bill on the floor.
Chairman Gibbs identified a privilege letter from Speaker Bedke for the committee
to hear and vote on the following two RSs. (See Attachment 2.)

RS 25145C2:

Rep. Erpelding, District 19, stated he worked with the Idaho Department of
Lands to modify the "reasonable access" portion of this Concurrent Resolution as
requested by the committee during the February 9, 2017 meeting. The result of
this Concurrent Resolution would be an annual report and maps produced by the
Idaho Department of Lands detailing the managed uses and locations of State
Endowment Lands. The public would be able to find, within this one resource,
locations of these lands, what activities are occurring on certain parcels, such as
logging, and whether or not parcels are accessible or inaccessible/landlocked.
The public would be required to gain permission from land owners to access
landlocked parcels, but cannot assume access will always be granted. Because
the Department cannot access some parcels at all due to their locations, they are
actively working on land trades and sales in order to upgrade parcels that would be
better State Endowment Lands in order to provide for schools.
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MOTION:

Rep. Kauffman made a motion to introduce RS 25145C2. Motion carried by
voice vote.

RS 25292C1:

Rep. Erpelding, District 19, stated this proposed legislation amends 67-7008A,
Idaho Code, increasing the invasive species sticker fee for nonresidents from
$22.00 to $30.00. He stated as Idaho becomes more popular for tourists, it is
critical to ensure that efforts are maintained and even increased in protecting
the state from invasive species. This was a recommendation from the Invasive
Species Working Group. This proposed legislation would increase proceeds into
the General Fund by approximately $100,000 per year. If passed, the fee increase
would go into effect January 2018.
In response to questions, Rep. Erpelding stated the State Parks would be unable
to manage a fee increase in 2017 due to the production schedule of the sticker
system they utilize.

MOTION:

Rep. Wood made a motion to introduce RS 25292C1. Motion carried by voice
vote.

ADJOURN:

There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting
adjourned at 2:36pm.

___________________________
Representative Gibbs
Chair

___________________________
Tracey McDonnell
Secretary
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Room EW40

MEMBERS:

Chairman Gibbs, Vice Chairman Gestrin, Representative(s) Moyle, Raybould,
Shepherd, Wood, Boyle, Vander Woude, Miller, Burtenshaw, Mendive, Youngblood,
Kauffman, Giddings, Blanksma, Erpelding, Rubel, Jordan

ABSENT/
EXCUSED:

Representative(s) Moyle, Vander Woude, Rubel

GUESTS:

Norm Semanko, Idaho Water Users Association; Bill Haagenson, Idaho Department
of Lands; Roger Batt and Argia Phillips, Treasure Valley Water Users Association;
Dan Steenson, Nampa and Meridian Irrigation District; Brent Olmstead, University
of Idaho-College of Agricultural and Life Sciences; Len Young, C-PTPA; Jane
Wittmeyer, Wittmeyer Associates
Chairman Gibbs called the meeting to order at 1:30pm.

S 1063:

Norm Semanko, Executive Director, Idaho Water Users Association, stated this
legislation ensures State lands entitled to water rights and drainage benefits
apportioned by irrigation districts are subject to irrigation district assessments to
pay for the costs of constructing, operating, and maintaining district water delivery
and drainage systems. Mr. Semanko explained at one time it was assumed that
State lands couldn't receive irrigation benefits, but in 1924, the Idaho Supreme
Court decided that State lands located within irrigation districts were entitled to
water rights and drainage benefits, so the State began paying, and has continued
to pay, its share of irrigation assessments to the appropriate irrigation districts.
It was recently discovered this statute was never corrected to reflect that court
decision so this amendment now removes the State exemption from assessments
language. Without the State paying its share of the irrigation assessments, the
financial burden would shift to the private landowners.
Roger Batt, representing Treasure Valley Water Users Association, stated they are
in support of this legislation.

MOTION:

Rep. Raybould made a motion to send S 1063 to the floor with a DO PASS
recommendation. Motion carried by voice vote. Rep. Raybould will sponsor
the bill on the floor.
Len Young, Chief Fire Warden, Clearwater-Potlatch Timber Protective Association,
introduced himself and provided an informational presentation on Idaho's Timber
Protective Associations. The Association was established in 1927 and was formed
for the purpose of furnishing, operating, and maintaining a protective system
for the detection, prevention, and suppression of forest or range fires in Idaho.
The Association is managed by a Board of Directors elected annually from the
membership. They maintain a fleet of equipment including fire suppression trucks,
heavy equipment, a boat, and an airplane and regularly provide training to the
Association personnel. The State is divided into 14 Forest Protective Districts.
The Timber Protective Associations currently provide wildland fire protection in
two of those Forest Protective Districts which includes private, state, federal, and
a small portion of non-assessed (range and farm) lands. In the last 15 years, the
Clearwater-Potlatch and Southern Idaho Timber Protective Associations managed
1,356 fires totalling 7,625 acres burned. Although the average number of acres

burned per year in that 15-year period was 544 acres, it was noted that 62% of the
total burned acres occurred in 2015, a very high fire year.
ADJOURN:

There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting
adjourned at 2:04pm.

___________________________
Representative Gibbs
Chair

___________________________
Tracey McDonnell
Secretary
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MEMBERS:

Chairman Gibbs, Vice Chairman Gestrin, Representatives Moyle, Raybould,
Shepherd, Wood, Boyle, Vander Woude, Miller, Burtenshaw, Mendive, Youngblood,
Kauffman, Giddings, Blanksma, Erpelding, Rubel, Jordan

ABSENT/
EXCUSED:

None

GUESTS:

Sharon Kiefer, Idaho Department of Fish and Game; Braden Jensen and Dennis
Tanikuni, Idaho Farm Bureau; Steven Becker and Kit Tollotson, IASCD; Andy
Waldera, Pioneer Irrigation District; Tom Schultz, Idaho Department of Lands;
Michael Gibson, Trout Unlimited; Rialin Flores, CVI; Norm Semanko, Idaho Water
Users Association; Mitch Coats, Idaho Food Producers; Jonathan Oppenheimer,
Idaho Conservation League
Chairman Gibbs called the meeting to order at 1:30pm.

MOTION:

Rep. Kauffman made a motion to approve the minutes of the February 21, 2017
and February 23, 2017 meetings. Motion carried by voice vote.

H 211:

Rep. Erpelding, District 19, stated this legislation amends 67-7008A, Idaho Code,
increasing the annual invasive species sticker fee for nonresidents from $22.00
to $30.00. He stated as Idaho becomes more popular for tourists, it is critical to
ensure that efforts are maintained and even increased in protecting the state
from invasive species. This was a recommendation from the Invasive Species
Working Group. This legislation would increase proceeds into the General Fund by
approximately $70,000 - $80,000 per year. If passed, the fee increase would go
into effect January 2018 rather than the summer of 2017 due to the State Park's
production schedule of the sticker system they utilize.
In response to questions and concerns about waiting until 2018 to implement the
new sticker fee, and the threat of invasives being introduced into Idaho waters
from infested waters in neighboring states, Rep. Erpelding explained the boat
stickers won't stop the spread of invasive species. The new sticker fee will generate
additional revenue to enhance the boat inspection station program by increasing
the hours of operation of the stations from dawn until dark and hopefully adding
additional inspection stations. The goal is to have inspection stations operating 24
hours a day during boating season, but this bill won't generate the funding to cover
those hours at this time. The boat inspection stations are the first line of defense to
inspect and detect any invasive species and remove them before allowing boats to
be transported into the state.
In response to questions about the amended fiscal note, Rep. Erpelding explained
although the increased sticker fee will generate approximately $100,000 annually,
there are overhead costs associated with managing the program, as a result, the
fiscal note was amended to reflect that approximately $70,000 - $80,000 would be
available to enhance the boat inspection stations.
Chairman Gibbs requested the record reflect no one came forward to testify on H
211.

MOTION:

Rep. Wood made a motion to send H 211 to the floor with a DO PASS
recommendation. Motion carried by voice vote. Rep. Erpelding will sponsor
the bill on the floor.

HCR 20:

Rep. Erpelding, District 19, stated this Concurrent Resolution would provide for
an annual report and maps produced by the Idaho Department of Lands detailing
the managed uses and locations of State Endowment Lands. The public would
be able to find, within this one resource, locations of these lands, what activities
are occurring on certain parcels, and whether or not parcels are accessible or
inaccessible/landlocked. The public would be required to gain permission from land
owners to access landlocked parcels, and cannot assume access will always be
granted. Because the Department cannot access some parcels at all due to their
locations, they are actively working on land trades and sales in order to upgrade
parcels that would be better State Endowment Lands in order to provide for schools.
In response to questions from the committee, Rep. Erpelding yielded time to
Tom Schultz.
Tom Schultz, Director, Idaho Department of Lands, stated as the Director, he is
required by law to produce an annual report to the Governor and the Land Board
on the condition, management, and financial transactions of the Department.
This mandated report includes State Endowment Lands, so to answer questions
regarding how producing the new report as directed by this legislation wouldn't
generate a cost to the Department, Mr. Schultz is confident that all the information
requested will already be available from his annual report.
Addressing the next questions regarding access, Mr. Schultz explained the
Department has not analyzed the status of federal lands in Idaho, so can only say if
federal lands are accessible, open to the public, and adjacent to state lands, access
to state lands could be gained via federal lands. He further stated the analysis has
been completed by the Department regarding access to state lands using county
roads and highways, or where there are easements in place with access rights that
have been granted by land owners. He reiterated that he has no problem providing
this new annual report and believes it will be a benefit to the State.
Rep. Erpelding resumed presentation of HCR 20 to address additional concerns
regarding the content of the report and maps. He stated the annual report and
maps cannot provide the level of detail for every parcel of land in the state regarding
access, but rather will be for informational purposes. He stated it will always be the
responsibility of the individual to do the research to determine land ownership and
gain permission, when necessary, to access state lands. He believes most hunters,
anglers, and recreationists are more interested in access to state lands to hunt,
fish, or recreate rather than determining the managed uses of each parcel.
Michael Gibson, representing Trout Unlimited, stated they are in support of this
Resolution. He stated Trout Unlimited understands the difference between federal
public lands and State Endowment Lands and the fiduciary obligations, and very
much appreciates being able to hunt, fish, and recreate on State Endowment Lands.
Having this report and maps as a resource will help promote sportmen/landowner
relationships and they understand that permission is necessary in order to cross
private lands.

MOTION:

Rep. Blanksma made a motion to send HCR 20 to the floor with a DO PASS
recommendation. Motion carried by voice vote. Reps. Vander Woude, Boyle,
and Miller requested to be recorded as voting NAY. Rep. Erpelding will sponsor
the bill on the floor.
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S 1064:

Norm Semanko, Executive Director, Idaho Water Users Association, stated there
are several purposes of this legislation. The first is to clarify the exclusion fee
schedule, which will be based on the location and size of the parcel proposed for
exclusion. Second, this legislation will clarify exclusion process-related fees are
to be paid by the petitioner and are not potentially apportionable costs shared by
the irrigation district. This legislation will also extend the available irrigation district
investigation/hearing timeline from 90 days to 150 days to allow facility and water
availability investigations to occur when weather conditions are more suitable for
performing such tasks either close to, or when, water is in the ditch system. And,
finally, this legislation will clarify that current and prior year assessments will remain
due and owed by the petitioner prior to any exclusion.
Chairman Gibbs requested the record reflect that no one came forward to testify
on S 1064.

MOTION:

Rep. Blanksma made a motion to send S 1064 to the floor with a DO PASS
recommendation. She declared Rule 38 stating a possible conflict of interest but
would be voting on the motion. Motion carried by voice vote. Rep. Mendive
will sponsor the bill on the floor.

S 1099:

At Chairman Gibbs' request, and with support from the Governor's Office, he
yielded the podium to Tom Schultz to present S 1099.
Tom Schultz, Director, Idaho Department of Lands, stated this legislation
establishes a new division head within the Idaho Department of Lands to handle
oil and gas conservation matters currently being handled by program staff in
the Lands and Waterways Division. The new division administrator will lead an
Oil and Gas Division created by the Director and will serve the Idaho Oil and
Gas Conservation Commission. The individual must possess the qualifications
necessary to successfully implement a professional oil and gas conservation
program in Idaho. The new Oil and Gas Division will require three new full-time
positions totalling $375,000 annually from the General Fund, as well as a one-time
General Fund expense of $3,900 for start-up personnel costs.
Chairman Gibbs stated the Governor's Office, Leadership of both the House and
Senate, as well as the Chairmen of the Joint Appropriations Committee are aware
and are supportive of this bill. He stated it is a fact that Idaho does not currently
have the expertise to manage a developing oil and gas conservation program so
this is a critical piece of legislation that needs to pass. As this industry develops and
starts producing, it will generate royalties and taxes that should make this program
self-sustaining, but in the short-term, it will need an infusion from the General Fund.
In response to questions, Mr. Schultz replied that although he cannot provide a
timeline of when there would be sufficient funds generated from this industry to
become a self-sustaining program, at some point it will happen. He stated if S 1099
passes, a trailer bill could be drafted with language recommending the General
Fund amount to the Department could be reduced by the amount of identified
dedicated funds available to support the Oil and Gas Division.

MOTION:

Rep. Wood made a motion to send S 1099 to the floor with a DO PASS
recommendation. Motion carried by voice vote. Rep. Youngblood will sponsor
the bill on the floor.
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Steve Becker, Treasurer, Idaho Association of Soil Conservation Districts,
provided an informational presentation on Soil Conservation Districts. Soil and
Water Conservation Districts were established in the 1930's as a result of the Dust
Bowl to conserve soil and restore ecological balance. There are many powers of
Conservation Districts including the ability to acquire property and carry out flood
prevention measures. This is accomplished by assisting landowners to prevent
erosion and flooding by implementing water conservation measures such as
constructing, improving, operating, and maintaining water control structures. They
receive funding from the State, through local funding sources, and through grants.
ADJOURN:

There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting
adjourned at 3:04pm.

___________________________
Representative Gibbs
Chair

___________________________
Tracey McDonnell
Secretary
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Chairman Gibbs called the meeting to order at 1:30pm.

MOTION:

Rep. Kauffman made a motion to approve the minutes from the February 27, 2017
meeting. Motion carried by voice vote.

H 230:

Virgil Moore, Director, Idaho Department of Fish and Game, stated H 230 is
essentially three bills rolled into one in order to better address the depredation
concern and deliver important outcomes for fish and wildlife management and
services for hunters, anglers, and trappers. The following are the four themes
of H 230:
Theme one raises new dedicated revenue via a license endorsement fee required
to purchase an annual license. The fee would be $5.00 for resident adults, $2.00
for other residents such as juniors and seniors, $10.00 for nonresident adults,
and $4.00 for other nonresidents. The money would be deposited into a Fish and
Game set-aside account to annually transfer $500,000 into the expendable big
game depredation account to pay wildlife damage claims. The next allocation
of $500,000 is for pronghorn antelope, deer, and elk depredation prevention on
private lands and control of predators affecting these species. The new $500,000
for claims enhances the existing funds essentially tripling the financial commitment
of sportsmen's money for wildlife damage compensation claims.
This bill also increases funds from pronghorn antelope, deer, and elk tags from
$1.50 to $3.50 per tag, into the Fish and Game set-aside account for the winter
feeding program, as well as for pronghorn antelope, deer, and elk depredation
prevention on private lands and control of predators affecting these species. There
is also a complimentary change for the set-aside account from the Sportsman's Pak.
Additionally, the threshold of the expendable big game depredation account
balance, for which transfer provisions for any unexpended and unencumbered
balances applies, is increased from $750,000 to $2.5 million. When that threshold
is reached, the unused balance flows back into the set-aside account specifically
for pronghorn antelope, deer, and elk depredation prevention on private lands and
control of predators affecting these species, thus, sportsmen's money allocated to
address depredation issues remains focused on depredation and is not directed
to any other purpose.

Theme two addresses concerns the compensation claim program is too
burdensome for landowners. As a result, this bill revises several provisions
identified as barriers. Revisions include accepting electronic notification as a form
of written follow-up after the verbal notification of wildlife damage to crops has been
made. Additionally, notification time has been increased from 10 to 20 days. This
also increases the period prior to the initial damage notification, from 10 to 20 days,
that the Department is held liable or accountable for wildlife damages.
Theme three addresses hunters and anglers priority for access programs such
as easements and access agreements. To address this, the balance after the
first $1 million from license endorsement fees dedicated to wildlife depredation
compensation and prevention, will remain in the Fish and Game set-aside
account for sportsmen's access programs (excluding purchasing private property).
Additionally, funds collected from each fishing license going into the Fish and Game
set-aside account will be increased from $2.00 to $5.00. This increase continues
support for construction, repair, or rehabilitation of fish hatcheries, lakes, and
reservoirs, and would add fishing access as an authorized use of these funds.
Theme four addresses new revenue tools for the Department's broader portfolio to
include a resident fee increase of approximately 20% with some other fee increases
such as nonresident daily fishing licenses and the creation of a new control hunt
application fee for moose, sheep, and goats. In addition, the Department would
implement a price lock discount, which would provide a discount using the 2016
fees for eligible sportsmen who purchase an annual license in 2017, and every year
after for at least five years and until Legislative review is complete. These price
locked discounts include all licenses, tags, and permit products, not just the annual
license, and the same permit or tag does not need to be purchased each year
to retain the discount.
The price lock fee increase would generate an estimated $3 million in additional
revenue to be used to restore inflationary losses in programs and would fund
enhancements such as: modernizing hatcheries, increasing fish production,
conducting more big game population surveys, improving and maintaining public
shooting ranges, and conducting more wildlife enforcement patrols. The price lock
fee increase would become effective with the sale of the 2018 Fish and Game
licenses on December 1, 2017. All other sections of this bill would become effective
May 1, 2017, to accelerate the outcomes from the new license endorsement
revenue and the related depredation policy revisions.
In response to questions regarding the process for wildlife damage compensation
payments, Director Moore stated the Department wanted to add a level of flexibility
to the wildlife depredation program to encourage landowners to use hunting as a
means of wildlife depredation control. Director Moore yielded the podium to Deputy
Director Schriever who explained how this bill changes the statute. Deputy
Director Schriever stated if a landowner calls the Department to file a complaint of
wildlife on his property, the Department would be able to respond to the landowner
in an attempt to prevent depredation by hazing the wildlife, issuing a kill permit, or
by working on a hunt structure to allow hunters to help the landowner alleviate the
problem. With this additional information, and based on the actions taken during
the depredation, the landowner would be eligible to file for compensation even if he
hadn't provided hunting access in the previous year.
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In response to questions regarding "reasonableness of access" to private property,
Director Moore explained the Department will defer to the private landowner. The
Department doesn't have authority to access private property without permission,
but will try and work with the landowner to address wildlife depredation. Even
so, there are some landowners who do not allow any hunting whatsoever on
their property, so therefore would not be eligible to be compensated with wildlife
depredation funds. For those landowners who will allow hunter access on their
property, "reasonableness of access" to address wildlife depredation is viewed on a
case by case basis, meaning in some situations one hunter may be reasonable,
and in other situations multiple hunters may be reasonable.
Rep. Boyle made the recommendation to hear public testimony at this point in
time, then return to committee questions. Without opposition from the committee,
Chairman Gibbs called for public testimony to begin.
Those speaking in support of H 230 were Michael Gibson, representing Trout
Unlimited; Larry Fry, representing Idaho Sportsman Alliance; Brian Brooks,
representing Idaho Wildlife Federation, Grant Simonds, representing Idaho
Outfitters and Guides Association/Government Affairs; Dennis Tanikuni,
representing Idaho Farm Bureau; and Burk Mantel, representing himself.
Chairman Gibbs requested the record reflect no one else came forward to testify
on H 230.
In response to questions regarding landowner's frustration with the depredation
claim process, Deputy Director Schriever explained that if an agreement could
not be reached regarding the percentage of crop loss, a third-party arbitrator can
be brought in to help with the decision.
In response to questions regarding the price lock language which states "for at least
five years and until a Legislative review is complete," Director Moore explained the
Department's intent is to bring this back to the Legislature for a review before the five
year period is over in order to continue interactions and discussions between the
Department and the Legislature. He also stated this is an experiment to see if they
can generate more revenue by stimulating the public to buy licenses more often.
MOTION:

Rep. Wood made a motion to send H 230 to the floor with a DO PASS
recommendation.

SUBSTITUTE
MOTION:

Rep. Erpelding made a substitute motion to HOLD H 230 for time certain, March
7, 2017.

ROLL CALL
VOTE:

Chairman Gibbs requested a roll call vote on the substitute motion for H 230.
Substitute motion failed by a vote of 5 AYE and 9 NAY, 4 absent/excused.
Voting in favor of the substitute motion: Reps. Gestrin, Shepherd, Miller,
Giddings, and Erpelding. Voting in opposition to the substitute motion: Reps.
Gibbs, Moyle, Raybould, Wood, Boyle, Burtenshaw, Mendive, Kauffman,
and Blanksma. Reps. Vander Woude, Youngblood, Rubel, and Jordan were
excused/absent.

ROLL CALL
VOTE:

Chairman Gibbs requested a roll call vote on the original motion for H 230.
Original motion carried by a vote of 9 AYE and 5 NAY, 4 absent/excused.
Voting in favor of the original motion: Reps. Gibbs, Gestrin, Raybould,
Shepherd, Wood, Burtenshaw, Kauffman, Blanksma, and Erpelding. Voting
in opposition to the original motion: Reps. Moyle, Boyle, Miller, Mendive,
and Giddings. Reps. Vander Woude, Youngblood, Rubel, and Jordan were
excused/absent. Rep. Gibbs will sponsor the bill on the floor.
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ADJOURN:

There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting
adjourned at 3:00pm.

___________________________
Representative Gibbs
Chair

___________________________
Tracey McDonnell
Secretary
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Kelli Brassfield,
Idaho Association
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HOUSE RESOURCES & CONSERVATION COMMITTEE
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Tuesday, March 07, 2017
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1:30 PM or Upon Adjournment
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Room EW40

MEMBERS:

Chairman Gibbs, Vice Chairman Gestrin, Representative(s) Moyle, Raybould,
Shepherd, Wood, Boyle, Vander Woude, Miller, Burtenshaw, Mendive, Youngblood,
Kauffman, Giddings, Blanksma, Erpelding, Rubel, Jordan

ABSENT/
EXCUSED:

Representative(s) Moyle, Wood

GUESTS:

Mitch Coats, Food Producers of Idaho
Chairman Gibbs called the meeting to order at 1:55pm.

MOTION:

Rep. Jordan made a motion to approve the minutes from the March 1, 2017
meeting. Motion carried by voice vote.

S 1084:

Kelli Brassfield, representing Idaho Association of Counties, stated this bill
amends 43-711, Idaho Code, which directs irrigation district treasurers to file
annually an irrigation district delinquency list with the County Recorder. At the time
of filing, they are entitled to a $2.00 filing fee. This statute hasn't been updated
since 1925, therefore, with the increased costs of producing and processing these
reports, this bill updates the filing fee from $2.00 to $25.00 to better reflect the
current cost of doing business. The Idaho Water Users Association and the Food
Producers of Idaho support this increase.

MOTION:

Rep. Gestrin made a motion to send S 1084 to the floor with a DO PASS
recommendation. Motion carried by voice vote. Rep. Miller will sponsor the bill
on the floor.

ADJOURN:

There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting was
adjourned at 2:05pm.

___________________________
Representative Gibbs
Chair

___________________________
Tracey McDonnell
Secretary
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Rep. Raybould

S 1098

Oil and Gas Statements to Tax Commission

Rep. Gibbs and
Senator Bair

Upper Blackfoot Confluence Presentation

Keith Allred, Upper
Blackfoot Confluence;
Trent Clark, Monsanto;
Justin Hayes, Idaho
Conservation League
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MINUTES

HOUSE RESOURCES & CONSERVATION COMMITTEE
DATE:

Thursday, March 09, 2017

TIME:

1:30pm or Upon Adjournment

PLACE:

Room EW40

MEMBERS:

Chairman Gibbs, Vice Chairman Gestrin, Representative(s) Moyle, Raybould,
Shepherd, Wood, Boyle, Vander Woude, Miller, Burtenshaw, Mendive, Youngblood,
Kauffman, Giddings, Blanksma, Erpelding, Rubel, Jordan

ABSENT/
EXCUSED:

Representative(s) Moyle, Shepherd, Boyle, Vander Woude, Erpelding

GUESTS:

Joanie Fauci, self; Eric Wilson, Idaho Department of Lands
Chairman Gibbs called the meeting to order at 1:31pm.

MOTION:

Rep. Jordan made a motion to approve the minutes from the March 7, 2017
meeting. Motion carried by voice vote.

SCR 114:

Rep. Raybould, District 34, stated this legislation authorizes the Legislative
Council to appoint a 2-year committee to undertake studies of natural resource
issues, particularly water resources of the state. The committee is made up of five
members from the House and five members from the Senate. Ad hoc members can
be added to the committee but cannot vote.

MOTION:

Rep. Wood made a motion to send SCR 114 to the floor with a DO PASS
recommendation. Motion carried by voice vote. Rep. Raybould will sponsor
the bill on the floor.
Chairman Gibbs passed the gavel to Vice Chairman Gestrin for the remainder of
the meeting.

S 1098:

Rep. Gibbs, District 32, stated this is simple legislation to get information needed in
a more timely manner. This legislation clarifies what information would be included
in Tax Commission forms for the submission of oil and gas severance tax. Changes
include submitting this form monthly rather than the current quarterly report to the
Tax Commission. The new form would include the name, description and location
of every well, and every field in which the wells are located. Additionally, the Tax
Commission would be authorized to conduct audits at least every three years.
In response to questions, Rep. Gibbs yielded the podium to Eric Wilson.
Eric Wilson, Resource Protection Assistant to the Bureau Chief, Idaho Department
of Lands, in responding to a series of questions from the committee, stated there
is currently a requirement for each well to be metered individually; tax information
within the reports to the Tax Commission is considered confidential; and as for how
taxes are paid, he stated it's based on production and is a gross tax of 2.5% of the
gross value of materials sold, before deductions. Additionally, Mr. Wilson clarified
it is standard practice for the point of sale to be upstream at the gathering facility,
but the final volumes are measured at the endpoint after the gas has been refined.
Finally, Mr. Wilson stated the reporting frequency of monthly rather than quarterly is
standard practice in other states because the more often the measurements, the
more accurate the reporting, which results in more accurate payments.

MOTION:

Rep. Wood made a motion to send S 1098 to the floor with a DO PASS
recommendation. Motion carried by voice vote. Rep. Giddings requested to be
recorded as voting NAY. Rep. Gibbs will sponsor the bill on the floor.

Keith Allred, Upper Blackfoot Confluence, introduced himself and provided an
informational presentation on the Upper Blackfoot Confluence partnership. He
stated this conservation partnership is built on a common interest from conservation
groups, local stakeholders, mining companies, and state and federal agencies to
improve water quality and the fishery in the Upper Blackfoot River and its tributaries.
He provided examples of several of the ongoing projects including restoring fish
passages, restoring fish habitat, restoring stream function, improving irrigation
efficiency, improving on-ranch operations, and improving recreation access.
ADJOURN:

There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting
adjourned at 2:34pm.

___________________________
Representative Gibbs
Chair

___________________________
Tracey McDonnell
Secretary
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Brian Patton, Idaho
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HOUSE RESOURCES & CONSERVATION COMMITTEE
DATE:

Monday, March 13, 2017

TIME:

1:30pm or Upon Adjournment

PLACE:

Room EW40

MEMBERS:

Chairman Gibbs, Vice Chairman Gestrin, Representatives Moyle, Raybould,
Shepherd, Wood, Boyle, Vander Woude, Miller, Burtenshaw, Mendive, Youngblood,
Kauffman, Giddings, Blanksma, Erpelding, Rubel, Jordan

ABSENT/
EXCUSED:

None

GUESTS:

Paul Nettleton, Joyce Livestock Co.; Tim Lowry, LV Ranching Co.; Russ Hendricks,
Idaho Farm Bureau; Lynn Tominaga, IGWA; Brandy Kay, IWGA; Mitch Coats, Idaho
Food Producers; Tyler Murgoitio, IWUA; Brian Patton and Gary Spackman, IDWR;
Wyatt Prescott, ICA
Chairman Gibbs called the meeting to order at 1:30pm.

MOTION:

Rep. Kauffman made a motion to approve the minutes from the March 3, 2017
meeting. Motion carried by voice vote.

S 1111:

Senator Harris, District 32, stated this bill will put into statute the findings of the
Idaho Supreme Court in the case of Joyce Livestock Company v. United States
of America, 144 Idaho 1, 156 P.3d 502 (2007). In this case, the court held that
agencies of the federal government cannot hold stockwater rights unless they put
the water to beneficial use by watering livestock owned by the agency.
Paul Nettleton, representing Joyce Livestock Company, stated this is the oldest
family-owned ranch in Idaho, grazing livestock on federal lands for over 150
years. Mr. Nettleton stated they began filing irrigation and stockwater claims
on federal lands over 25 years ago, as recommended by the Bureau of Land
Management (BLM). Although BLM recommended to Joyce Livestock Company
to file those water claims, BLM ended up filing on those same claims. The State
Water Resource Board recommended in favor of the federal government on the
claims even though this decision was in direct conflict with western water rights,
which clearly states water must be put to beneficial use by watering livestock.
Because of that decision, Joyce Livestock Company took the state and federal
government to court. After many years and many dollars, they won their case. The
Idaho Supreme Court held by a unanimous decision that water rights go to the
party with a beneficial use, not to the party who controls the land; and because the
federal government doesn't own livestock, all BLM claims that were filed were
denied. This decision, known as the Joyce Decision, is widely known and widely
used across the West. Mr. Nettleton is in support of this bill and stated it's time for
the Legislature to codify this court decision.
Tim Lowery, representing LV Ranch Company, stated they are in support of this
bill. He stated it is important to codify this decision into statute to avoid any further
attempt from the federal government to take away their water rights. Stockwater
rights belong to the stockmen who put the water to beneficial use.
In addition to Mr. Nettleton and Mr. Lowery, those speaking in support of S
1111 were Russ Hendricks, representing Idaho Farm Bureau; Brandy Kay,
representing Idaho Wool Growers Association; and Wyatt Prescott, representing
Idaho Cattle Association.

Speaker Scott Bedke, District 27, stated he is in support of this bill as well as
S 1101. Speaker Bedke expressed his appreciation to the Nettleton and Lowry
families for seeing this issue through to the end. Although he personally didn't
follow through with his stockwater claims as these families did at that time, he did
end up with senior water rights on his allotments, and looked forward to the day
when the state would correct the wrong that was done. Speaker Bedke recognized,
due to a technicality, that the two families carried the cost of this court case without
the ability for reimbursement through the Equal Access for Justice Act. He stated it
was this stockwater rights issue that motivated him to leave the comfort of his ranch
and get active politically and believes this issue needs to be settled for good.
MOTION:

Rep. Blanksma made a motion to send S 1111 to the floor with a DO PASS
recommendation. Motion carried by voice vote. Rep. Boyle will sponsor the bill
on the floor.

S 1101:

Senator Brackett, District 23, stated this legislation is a companion to S 1111
that codifies the Idaho Supreme Court decision, known as the Joyce Decision.
In the Snake River Basin Adjudication (SRBA), small stockwater and domestic
water right holders were not required to file claims in the adjudication, but could
defer the filing until a later time. Claims filed in the SRBA for these uses are
referred to as "deferrable claims." Many of the stockwater uses that the Joyce
Decision addressed qualify as deferrable claims. Because these deferrable claims
are now considered late claims, the claimant must pay a filing fee of $25.00 per
claim; publish notice of the claim; and pay the estimated cost of investigation,
assistance with, and recommendation of the claim by the Idaho Department of
Water Resources. This legislation will cap the deferrable claims fees to no more
than $100.00 (the filing fee for four claims), and to exempt the stockmen from any
costs of publication, investigation fees, assistance, and recommendation. There
shall be no other fees or costs imposed for such claims.
In response to a question about the Fiscal Note regarding the two positions
identified to be hired, Senator Brackett stated these positions will end once the
entire 13,000+ deferrable claims backlog has been processed.
Speaking in support of S 1101, were Tim Lowry, representing LV Ranching
Company; Russ Hendricks, representing Idaho Farm Bureau; and Brandy Kay,
representing Idaho Wool Growers Association.

MOTION:

Rep. Blanksma made a motion to send S 1101 to the floor with a DO PASS
recommendation. Motion carried by voice vote. Rep. Boyle will sponsor the bill
on the floor.
Brian Patton, Idaho Water Resources Board, introduced himself and provided an
update on the Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer Recharge Program. The Eastern Snake
Plain Aquifer is approximately 10,000 square miles and is a world class aquifer. The
water from this aquifer fueled much of Idaho's economic growth in the second half of
the 20th century and currently, almost one-third of the economic output is from this
region of Idaho. For approximately 100 years, water has been stored, primarily by
building and operating irrigation systems in this region. These irrigation canals all
have some level of leakage and because of that unintentional leakage, created this
supercharged aquifer. Beginning in 1952, the water level started going down from
the decline of spring flows, with an average annual loss of 215,000 acre feet. As a
result of the ongoing decline several actions occurred. The Swan Falls Agreement
was developed in the mid-1980's, which made the state responsible for maintaining
minimum flows of 3,900 cfs during the irrigation season and 5,600 cfs during the
non-irrigation season, measured below Swan Falls Dam. From 2013 through 2016
minimum flow requirements were barely met, and in 2015 flows dropped below the
minimum for the first time ever. In 2016, the Surface Water Coalition Settlement
came before the Legislature, which established a ground water use reduction of
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240,000 acre feet annually and a state-sponsored managed recharge program of
250,000 acre feet annually. These efforts and more were put into place to stop the
drop and rebuild the aquifer. Mr. Patton stated they need to get better at capturing
water and are working on building that capacity with conveyance facilities, i.e.
canals. Finally, in 2017, plans are in place to fill empty space in reservoirs with the
surplus water anticipated from this winter's snowpack melt.
In response to a question regarding the chance of harming the aquifer from nitrogen
and phosphorus as a result of rapid runoff, Mr. Patton stated that some natural
filtration occurs through the unlined canal system. Additionally, they've established
water quality monitoring systems around the recharge sites, they monitor the inflow
water, and take water quality samples. These monitoring practices are conducted
frequently during the recharge season.
ADJOURN:

There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting
adjourned at 3:16pm.

___________________________
Representative Gibbs
Chair

___________________________
Tracey McDonnell
Secretary
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MINUTES

HOUSE RESOURCES & CONSERVATION COMMITTEE
DATE:

Wednesday, March 15, 2017

TIME:

1:30pm or Upon Adjournment

PLACE:

Room EW40

MEMBERS:

Chairman Gibbs, Vice Chairman Gestrin, Representative(s) Moyle, Raybould,
Shepherd, Wood, Boyle, Vander Woude, Miller, Burtenshaw, Mendive, Youngblood,
Kauffman, Giddings, Blanksma, Erpelding, Rubel, Jordan

ABSENT/
EXCUSED:

Representative(s) Moyle, Boyle, Rubel

GUESTS:

Dennis Tanikuni, Idaho Farm Bureau; Jonathan Oppenheimer, Idaho Conservation
League; Sharon Kiefer, Idaho Department of Fish and Game; Tyler Murgoitio, Idaho
Water Users Association
Chairman Gibbs called the meeting to order at 1:32pm.

MOTION:

Rep. Kauffman made a motion to approve the minutes from the March 9, 2017
meeting. Motion carried by voice vote.
Chairman Gibbs announced the sponsor of HJM 5 requested the bill not be
heard and be held by the committee. It will remain in the committee office for the
remainder of this Legislative Session.
Chairman Gibbs announced he is aware of one, maybe two more bills to come
before the committee, and advised he will do a Call of the Chair for any more
meetings for the remainder of the Legislative Session.

S 1118:

Senator Siddoway, District 35, stated this bill permits the Director of the
Department of Fish and Game, or his designee, to issue a kill permit authorizing a
landowner to keep an animal for personal use. This bill also allows, under those
same provisions, for a subsequent kill permit to be issued authorizing a second
animal to be kept for use by the landowner if the depredation problem persists.
In response to questions, Senator Siddoway stated there isn't a timeframe for
when kill permits are issued, but rather it's dependant on the time of year associated
with a particular species. Once a complaint is received by the Department, they
have 72 hours to investigate the damages reported and how many animals are
involved on the landowner's property. Based on that investigation, kill permits are
issued identifying the appropriate number of animals authorized to be taken.
Dennis Tanikuni, representing Idaho Farm Bureau, stated they are in support
of this bill as it is consistent with their polices, specifically policy number 84. He
stated wildlife may not live on Bureau members' property, but they do eat there.
He stated this is a fair way to deal with this depredation issue by providing some
benefit to the landowner.
Sharon Kiefer, representing Idaho Department of Fish and Game, stated the Fish
and Game Commission is in support of this bill because it provides additional
direction under the Director's authority to allow possession of wildlife taken through
a controlled action such as a depredation permit. She stated it does not create
any conflict with other statutes, the Director's duties, or other legislation already
considered.

In response to questions, Ms. Kiefer stated that because kill permits are a control
method used to address depredation, hunt tags are not required as the kill permit
authorizes the landowner to harvest animals outside of a hunting season. She
stated the landowner is still required to immediately field dress all animals taken so
the Department can pick up the meat, except for the animal(s) the landowner is
authorized to keep, to be processed and donated per established guidance.
MOTION:

Rep. Wood made a motion to send S 1118 to the floor with a DO PASS
recommendation. Motion carried by voice vote. Rep. Miller will sponsor the bill
on the floor.

ADJOURN:

There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting
adjourned at 1:57pm.

___________________________
Representative Gibbs
Chair

___________________________
Tracey McDonnell
Secretary
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HOUSE RESOURCES & CONSERVATION COMMITTEE
DATE:

Friday, March 17, 2017

TIME:

9:00 A.M.

PLACE:

Room EW42

MEMBERS:

Chairman Gibbs, Vice Chairman Gestrin, Representatives Moyle, Raybould,
Shepherd, Wood, Boyle, Vander Woude, Miller, Burtenshaw, Mendive, Youngblood,
Kauffman, Giddings, Blanksma, Erpelding, Rubel, Jordan

ABSENT/
EXCUSED:

Representative(s) Wood, Youngblood, Giddings, Rubel, Jordan

GUESTS:

Garrick Baxtor and Matt Weaver, Idaho Department of Water Resources; Jonathan
Oppenheimer, Idaho Conservation League
Chairman Gibbs called the meeting to order at 9:02am.

H 292:

Matt Weaver, Deputy Director, Idaho Department of Water Resources, stated
this legislation amends 42-202A, Idaho Code, creating three exceptions to the
mandatory permit requirement for temporary uses of water exceeding the 5 acre
foot limit. He stated the first exception would authorize the Director to allow the
diversion of water to prevent flood damage. The second exception would authorize
the Director to allow the use of unanticipated high flows for the purpose of ground
water recharge, and the third exception would allow the Director to authorize the
use of water for remediation in response to state or federal health and safety
requirements. Mr. Weaver stated these uses shall not constitute a water right and
shall be for less than one year in duration.
In response to questions, Mr. Weaver stated in years like this where there is a
surplus of water, using a canal to divert water to avoid flooding is considered an
emergency use and would not be considered a use of the canal owner's water
rights. Additionally, this legislation would allow a landowner or an entity, who
normally doesn't have water rights, the ability to apply for temporary rights to use
surplus water to recharge or for remediation purposes.
Chairman Gibbs requested the record reflect that no one came forward to testify
on H 292.

MOTION:

Rep. Moyle made a motion to send H 292 to the floor with a DO PASS
recommendation. Motion carried by voice vote. Rep. Burtenshaw will sponsor
the bill on the floor.

ADJOURN:

There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting
adjourned at 9:19am.

___________________________
Representative Gibbs
Chair

___________________________
Tracey McDonnell
Secretary
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HOUSE RESOURCES & CONSERVATION COMMITTEE
DATE:

Monday, March 20, 2017

TIME:

1:30pm or Upon Adjournment

PLACE:

Room EW42

MEMBERS:

Chairman Gibbs, Vice Chairman Gestrin, Representatives Moyle, Raybould,
Shepherd, Wood, Boyle, Vander Woude, Miller, Burtenshaw, Mendive, Youngblood,
Kauffman, Giddings, Blanksma, Erpelding, Rubel, Jordan (Ringo)

ABSENT/
EXCUSED:

None

GUESTS:

The sign-in sheets will be retained with the minutes in the committee secretary's
office until the end of the session. Following the end of the session, the sign-in
sheets will be filed with the minutes in the Legislative Services Library.
Chairman Gibbs called the meeting to order at 2:00pm.
Chairman Gibbs explained how today's meeting will be conducted. Each person
signed up to testify will be given 5 minutes. He stated he hoped to get through
the hearing today with a vote, but if not, the hearing would resume the next day,
Tuesday, March 21, 2017, during the committee's regularly scheduled meeting time.

H 301:

Rep. Boyle, District 9, stated this bill, the Landowner Bill of Rights, amends Title
47, Chapter 3 relating to oil and gas. It protects private property owners, State
Endowment Lands, and taxpayers by updating Idaho law in accordance with other
Rocky Mountain states by improving processes, transparency, and reporting of oil
and gas development.
Rep. Boyle yielded the podium to Tom Schultz to present H 301 to the committee.
Tom Schultz, Director, Idaho Department of Lands, stated he is speaking today as
an informational witness. Additionally, the Commission he works for is not taking
a position on this bill. Mr. Schultz walked the committee through the 42-page bill
addressing changes, additions, and deletions. A few of the key discussions are
as follows.
In response to questions regarding royalty payments, Mr. Schultz stated the key
language in this bill is on page 33 in Section 24, 47-331. This section states
deductions will not be made for the marketing, transporting, and processing costs
of oil, gas, or natural gas to the royalty owner, but rather the production company
will bear all those costs. He further stated royalties are not fixed; there are a variety
of ways leases are established and they are all negotiated based on how the prices
and payments will be made.
In response to questions regarding the use of surface and mineral rights, Mr.
Schultz stated it's common law throughout the country that the mineral owner has
more rights than the surface owner. He stated that means the right to explore
comes from the mineral owner, even if there's a different surface owner who
doesn't agree. This bill attempts to balance the rights of the surface owner and the
mineral owner with a voluntary surface use agreement, which identifies actions like
which roads may be used and any timing restrictions such as if a field with crops
needs to be removed. Without this voluntary agreement, it doesn't negate the
mineral rights owner's ability to execute the lease, but with the agreement a $6,000
bond will be provided to protect the surface owner against unreasonable loss of
crops, unreasonable loss of existing improvements on the land, and unreasonable
permanent damages to surface lands.

In response to questions regarding how severance taxes are apportioned, Mr.
Schultz stated a 2.5% tax on the gross income received by a producer of oil and
gas will be collected. He stated this bill changes how the money collected would
be distributed. Sixty percent (60%) will still go into the Oil and Gas Conservation
Fund. The remaining 40% would be distributed as follows: 44% of that 40% would
go to the county from which the oil and gas was produced to mitigate the impacts
associated with oil and gas production, development, and transportation within that
county; 28% would be paid to the cities within the county from which the oil and gas
was produced; and 28% would go to the public school income fund.
Kate Haas, representing Alta Mesa, pointed out several areas in H 301 where Alta
Mesa had concerns. She stated there is language that is unclear, areas of the
bill that contradict one another, and language that appears to be missing. Some
of these concerns include the confidential well status language, the application
process; and within the drilling locations section, confusion is created with the
new language where drilling units and spacing units are used interchangeably.
Alta Mesa also has concerns with the integration section. She stated Idaho would
have a higher threshold than any other sister state and that this higher threshold
is usually for when operators are working with other operators, not for when an
operator is working with a landowner. This would set Idaho apart from the industry
standard and would make integration much harder incentivizing people not to
lease. Ms. Haas pointed out in the metering systems section, there is confusion
because all products should be metered, not just gas, and there is language that
moves Idaho away from the industry standard regarding reporting requirements.
Additionally, Alta Mesa has concerns with the penalty provision, the public data
section, the interested persons section, and the royalties section. Ms. Haas stated
this bill as currently written has too many contradictions and has too many issues to
be palatable, so therefore Alta Mesa is in opposition to this bill.
Chairman Gibbs called a recess of the committee at 4:01pm.
Chairman Gibbs reconvened the meeting at 4:15pm.
Those speaking in support of H 301 were Jim Classen, representing self;
Harry Soolen, representing self; Larry Craig, representing self; JG Schwarz,
representing self; CJ McDonald, representing Lone Tree Petroleum; Mike Roe,
representing self; Shelly Brock, representing self; Ken Winkleman, representing
self; Julia Page, representing IORC; Victoria Casetta, representing CAIA; David
Morvsees, representing self; Lee Turner, representing self; Maria Le, representing
self; Jane Rohling, representing self.
In summary, those speaking in support of H 301 believe it will benefit and
protect the financial interests and the medical health of Idaho landowners when
under contract with companies to produce oil and gas products. It provides both
transparency and accountability from both industry and public officials crucial to
protecting the rights of Idahoans.
Those speaking in opposition to H 301 were Craig Simmons, representing H2O
Environmental; Craig McCullough, representing 4 Rivers Surveying Inc.; Rob
Murdock, representing self; Edward Johnson, representing Alta Mesa; Wade
Moore, representing Alta Mesa; Taylor Jensen, representing Alta Mesa; Perry
Clegg, representing CPC Mineral LLC; Patrick Harris, representing Alta Mesa;
Lyle Anderson, representing self; Anna Hatfield, representing HTI Services LLC;
Irene Shaver, representing self; Charles Shaver, representing self.
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In summary, those speaking in opposition to H 301 believe if the state wanted to
kill the oil and gas industry then this is the bill to do it; bad process makes bad bills.
This is an intrusion into private contract negotiations. They believe the integration
increase to 67% is intended to make it more expensive for oil and gas companies to
operate in Idaho.
Chairman Gibbs called a recess of the committee at 6:08pm.
Chairman Gibbs reconvened the meeting at 6:20pm.
After discussion with Leadership during the recess, Chairman Gibbs announced
due to the time of day and number of people signed up still waiting to testify, H 301
will be carried over to the meeting of March 21, 2017 at 1:30pm or upon afternoon
adjournment.
ADJOURN:

There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting
adjourned at 6:22pm.

___________________________
Representative Gibbs
Chair

___________________________
Tracey McDonnell
Secretary
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MINUTES

HOUSE RESOURCES & CONSERVATION COMMITTEE
DATE:

Tuesday, March 21, 2017

TIME:

1:30pm or Upon Afternoon Adjournment

PLACE:

Room EW40

MEMBERS:

Chairman Gibbs, Vice Chairman Gestrin, Representatives Moyle, Raybould,
Shepherd, Wood, Boyle, Vander Woude, Miller, Burtenshaw, Mendive, Youngblood,
Kauffman, Giddings, Blanksma, Erpelding, Rubel, Jordan (Ringo)

ABSENT/
EXCUSED:

None

GUESTS:

Elizabeth Roberts, self; Miguel Legarreta, Associated Taxpayers of Idaho
Chairman Gibbs called the meeting to order at 2:15pm.

MOTION:

Rep. Kauffman made a motion to approve the minutes from the March 13, 2017,
March 15, 2017, and March 17, 2017 meetings. Motion carried by voice vote.
Chairman Gibbs passed the gavel to Vice Chairman Gestrin.

SJM 102:

Rep. Gibbs, District 32, stated SJM 102 asks Congress for a 10-year moratorium
on listing sage grouse, time to implement Idaho's Sage Grouse Conservation Plan,
and an amount of time to evaluate its effect. It also asks Congress not to fund or
implement federal land use plan amendments for a period of 10 years if they are
inconsistent with the State's Sage Grouse Conservation Plan. Additionally, he
stated it asks Congress not to make any funds available for use by the Secretaries
of Interior or Agriculture to consider, prepare, write, or issue any decision documents
through their respective agencies not prescribed by the State's Sage Grouse
Conservation Plan and not approved by Idaho's Office of Species Conservation.

MOTION:

Rep. Miller made a motion to send SJM 102 to the floor with a DO PASS
recommendation. Motion carried by voice vote. Reps. Erpelding, Rubel, and
Ringo requested to be recorded as voting NAY. Rep. Gibbs will sponsor the bill
on the floor.
Vice Chairman Gestrin passed the gavel to Chairman Gibbs.
Chairman Gibbs returned H 301 to the committee for consideration, which was
held for time certain from the meeting of Monday, March 20, 2017.

H 301:

Chairman Gibbs began public testimony where the committee left off from the
meeting of Monday, March 20, 2017.
Those speaking in support of H 301 were Braden Jensen, representing Idaho
Farm Bureau; Charlene Quada, representing self; Rep. Ryan Kerby, representing
District 9.
In summary, those speaking in support of H 301 believe it will benefit and
protect the financial interests and the medical health of Idaho landowners when
under contract with companies to produce oil and gas products. It provides both
transparency and accountability from both industry and public officials crucial to
protecting the rights of Idahoans.
Those speaking in opposition to H 301 were Wade Moore III, representing Alta
Mesa; Richard Brown, representing Snake River Oil and Gas; Todd Walker, Mark
Crawford, Charles Brannen, Lynn Gentry, and Danny Ellis all yielded their
time to Michael Christian; Michael Christian, representing Marcus, Christian,
and Hardee.

In summary, those speaking in opposition to H 301 believe if the state wanted to
kill the oil and gas industry then this is the bill to do it; bad process makes bad bills.
This is an intrusion into private contract negotiations. They believe the integration
increase to 67% is intended to make it more expensive for oil and gas companies to
operate in Idaho.
Chairman Gibbs called a recess of the committee at 3:51pm.
Chairman Gibbs reconvened the meeting at 4:05pm.
Tom Schultz, Director, Idaho Department of Lands, returned to the podium to
clarify several points raised during the hearing process. He stated this is not a
consensus bill, but there is a diversity of viewpoints and interests represented. He
further stated there are many provisions in this bill that are standard language
in other states such as reporting requirements, surface owner protections, and
grounds for non-payment. Regarding the confusion abut spacing vs. drilling units,
metering, public data, payment of royalties and other issues, he did agree the
language could be tightened up. Mr. Schultz stated government is incremental in
nature and looks at this as a starting point that can be worked on and improved
upon through the rule making process, and application through trial and error. He
believes the main point or goal is greater transparency and greater information to
royalty owners. Ultimately, the Commission's role is to protect and promote public
interest and prevent waste, promote the orderly development of resources, and the
protection of correlative rights.
Rep. Boyle, District 9, stated this has been in the works for a long time. She
stated there were major problems that needed to be addressed, and as a result has
done months and months of research to prepare this bill with support from others,
all the representatives from District 9, the Governor, the Speaker, and Alta Mesa.
She stated the proper role of government is the protection of private property and in
Idaho, the State Endowment Lands. The consequences of not passing this bill will
allow a monopoly to continue and property owners and the endowment will suffer.
Additionally, not passing this bill will hamstring the Department of Lands.
MOTION:

Rep. Vander Woude made a motion to send H 301 to General Orders.

SUBSTITUTE
MOTION:

Rep. Gestrin made a motion to send H 301 to the floor with a DO PASS
recommendation.

AMENDED
SUBSTITUTE
MOTION:

Rep. Wood made a motion to HOLD H 301 in committee.

MOTION
WITHDRAWN:

Rep. Gestrin withdrew his substitute motion to send H 301 to the floor with a DO
PASS recommendation.

ROLL CALL
VOTE:

Chairman Gibbs called for a roll call vote on the amended substitute motion for
H 301. Amended substitute motion failed by a vote of 9 AYE and 9 NAY.
Voting in favor of the amended substitute motion: Reps. Raybould, Wood,
Miller, Burtenshaw, Youngblood, Kauffman, Giddings, Blanksma, and Gibbs.
Voting in opposition to the amended substitute motion: Reps. Gestrin, Moyle,
Shepherd, Boyle, Vander Woude, Mendive, Erpelding, Rubel, and Ringo.

VOTE ON
ORIGINAL
MOTION:

Chairman Gibbs called for a vote on the original motion to send H 301 to General
Orders. Motion carried by voice vote. Reps. Gibbs and Burtenshaw requested
to be recorded as voting NAY. Rep. Boyle will sponsor the bill on the floor.
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ADJOURN:

There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting was
adjourned at 5:00pm.

___________________________
Representative Gibbs
Chair

___________________________
Tracey McDonnell
Secretary
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HOUSE RESOURCES & CONSERVATION COMMITTEE
DATE:

Thursday, March 23, 2017

TIME:

1:30pm or Upon Afternoon Adjournment

PLACE:

Room EW40

MEMBERS:

Chairman Gibbs, Vice Chairman Gestrin, Representatives Moyle, Raybould,
Shepherd, Wood, Boyle, Vander Woude, Miller, Burtenshaw, Mendive, Youngblood,
Kauffman, Giddings, Blanksma, Erpelding, Rubel, Jordan (Ringo)

ABSENT/
EXCUSED:

Reps. Moyle, Shepherd, Boyle, Vander Woude, Youngblood, Rubel, and Jordan
(Ringo)

GUESTS:

None
Chairman Gibbs called the meeting to order at 5:08pm.

MOTION:

Rep. Kauffman made a motion to approve the minutes from the March 20, 2017
and March 21, 2017 meetings. Motion carried by voice vote.
Chairman Gibbs and the Committee members thanked the Secretary, Tracey
McDonnell, for her work this session. Chairman Gibbs expressed his appreciation
to the Committee members for their support of him as Chairman.

ADJOURN:

There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting
adjourned at 5:12pm.

___________________________
Representative Gibbs
Chair

___________________________
Tracey McDonnell
Secretary

